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Abstract
Background
Second hand smoke can cause disease and death in both adults and children who do not smoke
(US Department of Health and Human Services, 2006). To protect children, interventions with
parents who smoke have been conducted. These have the added benefit of protecting multiple
people, and arguments have been made that parents are more engaged with the health of their
child than their own, both emotionally and for more practical reasons (Agee & Crocker, 2007;
Tanski & Wilson, 2011; Winickoff et al., 2003).
Objectives
A number of reviews of studies in this area have been conducted. This study sought to replicate
and expand on previous reviews. Intervention implementation measures were explored with a
different approach than in previous reviews. This revealed some potential gaps in current
reporting that if filled would increase study quality appraisal. Two major outcomes were
explored through meta-analysis. Cessation was explored through biochemical and self-report
measures. Reduced child exposure to environmental tobacco smoke was explored through the
implementation of environmental smoking bans and child cotinine measures.
Search strategy
The databases searched were CINAHL, CENTRAL, PsychINFO, PubMed, and Web of Science.
A number of keywords were used pertaining to tobacco smoke, the parental role, and the type of
study.
Selection criteria
The results must have separated reports for nonsmokers and smokers and have detailed either
environmental tobacco smoke exposure or tobacco consumption. The intervention components
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or recruitment strategy must have had some significance to the adult’s role as the caregiver of a
child or the health of a child in their care.
Data collection and analysis
Data were extracted from studies and inputted into a database in FileMakerPro. Data extracted
included study details such as publication information, intervention details including delivery
details, and results. Results were inputted into Review Manager and random-effects metaanalysis was conducted for major outcomes. Subgroup analyses were conducted where study
grouping sizes permitted.
Main results
Meta-analyses demonstrated that intervention groups were more likely to self-report cessation (z
= 2.70, p = 0.007), implement environmental smoking bans (z = 1.98, p = 0.05), and lower child
cotinine at follow-up (z = 2.84, p = 0.005), but were not more likely to have biochemically
verified cessation (z = 0.78, p = 0.44). Subgroup analyses revealed that intervention context may
be a source of heterogeneity, as the test for subgroup differences when dividing studies into
groups based on intervention context was significant (χ² = 6.37, p = 0.04). Also, more intensive
interventions are effective (a = 2.85, p = 0.004), but brief interventions are not (z = 1.20, p =
0.23).
Conclusions
Implications for future research include greater reporting of intervention components, detailed
participant attrition, and outlined delivery personnel training. Consideration of intervention
context as a potential source of heterogeneity is warranted.
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Introduction
Second-hand smoke exposure
Second-hand smoke (SHS) is characterized as the combination of exhaled smoke from a
person smoking a tobacco product as well as the side stream smoke that burns from the product
that is not inhaled by the smoker (World Health Organization [WHO], 2007). Second-hand
smoke exposure can cause disease and death in both adults and children who do not smoke (US
Department of Health and Human Services, 2006). The smoke generated from a single cigarette
in an enclosed area will cause the air quality to fall below levels deemed acceptable by
governmental legislation (Winickoff et al., 2005). The World Health Organization (2007) has
reported that there is no safe level of SHS exposure. Universal smoke free homes, cars, and
school and work environments has been recommended as a critical policy initiative for reducing
the harms caused by SHS and tobacco use (Binns et al., 2009). Completely smoke-free
environments have been cited as the only way to effectively protect people from the harms of
environmental tobacco smoke (ETS) exposure (WHO, 2007).
Secondhand smoke is known to contain hundreds of toxic or carcinogenic compounds
(Narkowitz, Polkowska, Kielbratowska, & Namiesnik, 2013; WHO, 2007). Nonsmokers
regularly exposed to high levels of ETS display biological markers of tobacco exposure
equivalent to that of light or non-daily active smokers (Schuck et al., 2013), including tobacco
specific lung carcinogens (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2006). Environmental
tobacco smoke exposure is known to cause a variety of short and long term ailments, including
respiratory tract infections, irritations, and diseases, such as wheezing, breathlessness, bronchial
asthma, bronchitis, pneumonia, and sinusitis (Narkowitz et al., 2013). The effect of ETS
exposure on both children and adults has immediate detrimental effects on the cardiovascular
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system. These immediate negative effects on the respiratory and cardiovascular systems relate to
the increased long-term risk of cardiovascular and respiratory diseases including atherosclerosis,
coronary heart disease, and lung cancer. This risk is thought to be roughly a 20-30% increase in
risk of lung cancer or cardiovascular diseases in nonsmokers who live with smokers (US
Department of Health and Human Services, 2006). It has been estimated that up to 15000 child
hospitalizations a year can be attributable to ETS exposure (Geller et al., 2011), and that ETS is a
main contributing factor to disease incidence and mortality in children (Narkowicz et al., 2013).
The number of children who die from causes attributable to someone smoking in their
environment is three times that of the deaths attributable to childhood cancers (Winickoff et al.,
2005).
Some of the negative effects of tobacco use on children start very early in their lives.
Tobacco product use by pregnant women has been associated with miscarriage, premature
delivery, stillbirth, and low birth weight. Infants exposed to tobacco smoke are at a higher risk of
sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), decreased lung growth and function, obesity and
metabolic syndrome, colic, invasive meningitis, middle ear diseases, developmental delay and
neurobehavioural problems (Winickoff et al., 2009). Young children are especially vulnerable to
the effects of ETS exposure because of their higher ventilation rates, smaller respiratory system
and developing immune system (Ashley & Ferrence, 1998; Narkowitz et al., 2013). Young
children also spend more of their time at home, and may be unable to remove themselves from
sources of exposure. A child will have higher biomarker levels than an adult exposed to the same
amount of ETS due to this combination of factors (Ashley & Ferrence, 1998). Children exposed
to ETS in the first years of life as well as while in utero are particularly susceptible. Such
children are up to twice as likely to fall ill during the first year of life, have stunted lung
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development compared to non-exposed peers, and have a greater risk of delayed development
(Narkowicz et al., 2013). Later in life, ETS exposure is linked with continued developmental
delay and cognitive impairment, increased illness, and higher rates of school absenteeism. One
study found that children with more smokers in their home missed more school days than those
with fewer, and those with only one smoker in the home missed more school days than those
with none. This is likely partially due to an observed increased rate of respiratory and ear related
symptoms that followed the same additive pattern in relation to the number of adults who smoke
residing with the child. Often, these reported symptoms require some kind of medical care
(Levy, Winickoff, & Rigotti, 2011). The burden of missed school days disproportionately
disadvantages children from lower income families, as low income families have a higher
smoking incidence and are presumably more negatively affected by missed work days or having
to arrange alternative childcare for a sick child. The economic impact on a family attributable to
a parent's smoking goes beyond the cost of cigarettes (Levy, Winickoff, & Rigotti, 2011; Binns
et al., 2009).
Some have characterized tobacco use as a pediatric disease because of the increased
harms exposure causes to children and because of the relationship childhood exposure has with
negative health outcomes later in life and with future active smoking. Up to 80% of adults who
smoke began smoking before the age of 18 (Binns et al., 2009). Children who live with a smoker
are up to three times more likely to begin smoking (Winickoff et al., 2005). Some studies have
suggested that part of why children exposed to tobacco smoke are more likely to become active
smokers is because they are experiencing a low level of addiction before initiating active
smoking. It has been suggested that ETS exposure leads to neuronal adaptation and nicotine
sensitization in the brain, leading to selectivity for the reinforcing properties of nicotine over the
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aversive qualities. A study of exposed children aged 10-12, a small percentage of whom were
classified as smoking initiators, found that such children report a variety of withdrawal and
craving symptoms following ETS exposure. The most commonly reported symptoms in both
groups were negative affect, trouble sleeping, and trouble concentrating. While children who had
never smoked reported a variety of symptoms that could be classified as withdrawal related
symptoms, initiators were more likely to report these symptoms as well as cue triggered and
craving symptoms. Family structure and peer related factors also influenced such symptoms, as
those with siblings or peers who smoked were more likely to report cue triggered or craving
symptoms (Schuck et al., 2013). Parental smoking cessation decreases smoking uptake by the
children in their lives and improves financial resources and overall family health by eliminating
the majority of SHS exposure for their family members, while decreasing the risk of house fire
mortality (Winickoff et al., 2005).
While the risks of ETS exposure are still being studied, many initiatives and public health
campaigns and policies have sought to convey known risks to parents and the public in general.
Policy initiatives that have been considered effective in reducing the harms of tobacco use
include taxing, media campaigns, advertising restrictions, restrictive legislation and policies,
including location based policies and age restrictions, and community interventions (Binns et al.,
2009). Smoke-free legislation covering a range of public places has now been implemented in a
number of countries and studies of the implementation process have shown that the process is
relatively easy and the policies are initially popular but continue to gain popularity over time.
Criticisms that such policies negatively impact businesses have been shown to be unfounded and
in some cases such policies actually show a positive impact on business. They also are correlated
with an immediate reduction in population wide heart attack frequency and respiratory symptom
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reports, as well as population health in general (WHO, 2007). As a result of the multiple policy
approaches to reducing the harms of tobacco smoke to the public, in a number of countries
including the United States and Canada, homes are becoming the primary location of ETS
exposure (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2006). This has led some to criticize
smoke-free legislation as actually increasing children’s exposure at home; as the home is one of
the few indoor areas parents can now smoke freely. However, there is no evidence that smokefree legislation increases the amount of exposure in the home, and there is actually some
evidence to support that the prevalence of smoke-free public area policies is related to voluntary
smoke-free home policy adoption and smoking cessation. Some studies have shown smoke-free
workplace legislation to result in both an increase in cessation rates as well as a decrease in
overall consumption in those who continue to smoke (WHO, 2007).
Intervening to protect children
While policy initiatives have been shown to be largely effective, another approach is
direct family intervention. Intervention with smokers has been hailed as the most cost-effective
preventive health services both in long and short-terms, being so cost-effective that it is second
only to childhood immunization routines (Binns et al., 2009). Interventions with the goal of
protecting children tend to focus on parents or other prominent caregivers, and tend to target
either smoking behaviour with the goal of reducing exposure or encouraging total cessation with
the goal of eliminating that source of exposure. Intervening with parents also has the added
benefit of protecting more than one person, and some argue that mothers in particular have
expressed that they value their child’s health above their own, suggesting this route may elicit
more motivation for change (Agee & Crocker, 2007). Another major reason to intervene with
parents is that many are more engaged with their child’s health care than their own, particularly
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young and low-income parents. These parents may not have health insurance or reason to visit a
doctor regularly for their own health, but will see their child’s doctor multiple times a year,
particularly in the first few years of their child’s life (Tanski & Wilson, 2011; Winickoff et al.,
2003). Similarly, while pediatricians and family care practitioners are almost equally likely to
ask about home smoking behaviours and policies that may affect family members, pediatricians
were more likely to offer time advising about the danger of ETS exposure and benefits to
changing behaviours (Winickoff et al., 2003). Further, previous studies have shown that the
smoking prevalence in parents visiting a pediatric hospital with their child is higher than
population levels, and that a majority of these smokers also had partners who smoked (Miller,
Gow, Tappin, & Turner, 2007). Using a child’s health care setting as a point of intervention for
targeting parents is opportunistic, provides access to some potentially otherwise hard to reach
adults, and has been shown to be acceptable to those parents.
Health care workers have cited some barriers to addressing parental smoking. One focus
group with workers discovered a number of perceived issues including time constraints, the idea
that the parent is not the patient, that the workers are not trained in this service, and that
approaching the topic may damage the therapeutic relationship (Winickoff et al.,
2008). Previous studies have suggested that less than a tenth of parents were highly resistant to
change, nearly a third were likely to respond well to suggestions of change (Ashley & Ferrence,
1998). A survey of parents found that bothparents who were smokers or nonsmokers agreed that
it was at least acceptable, and even desirable that pediatricians approach the subject of smoking
in their child’s environment with them. However, only about half of smokers felt it would be
appropriate for their child’s doctor to discuss cessation with them, and confirmatory to some
previously reported worries of pediatricians in approaching the subject, nearly a third of smokers
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reported they would be bothered by this and 15% reported they would be angry. Despite this,
57% of smokers reported cessation advice should be available at a pediatrician’s office if it is
desired by a parent (Cluss & Moss, 2002; Moss, Cluss, Mesiano, & Kip, 2006). Conversely, a
survey of intake nurses in a child emergency department eased another commonly reported
perceived hindrance of addressing parental smoking, as 97% of healthcare workers reported that
a brief intervention based on the ask and advise framework with a quit line referral did not
impede care (Mahabee-Gittens & Gordon, 2008). While there is some reluctance from both
health care providers and clients, overall interventions can be done in a way that is not too
disruptive to service and is seen as being acceptable to parents.
Smoking parents have been asked in previous studies what makes such interventions
more acceptable to them and what would motivate them to change their behaviour. Interviews
with parents who smoke revealed many of them feel negatively about their smoking in relation to
their role as a parent, citing feeling guilty about negative health consequences and their
perception of themselves as a bad role model. However, more parents cited being concerned
about being a bad role model than negative health consequences (Chen et al., 2012). Other
studies have demonstrated that parent/smoker role conflict is associated with an increased
readiness to quit. These parents were also more likely to have made a recent quit attempt, smoke
more heavily, and be accompanying a sick child at that visit (Friebely et al., 2013) When asked
what helps them to change smoking behaviours, parents described support from their family and
a non-blaming attitude as necessary. They mentioned that accusatory language and lack of
support would discourage them from changing, while genuine concern, especially from kids,
combined with educational materials were listed as being likely to help them be motivated to
change (Chen et al., 2012). Another focus group study found similar results. Parents cited not
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liking causal language, feeling that it implied they were bad parents because they smoked, and a
preference for facts that seemed validated by research. Other important themes identified were
focusing on their child’s health, respecting their identity as a smoker and not inflicting guilt, and
providing well researched assistance for quitting or otherwise changing smoking behaviour to
reduce harm to their families (Gupta & Dwyer, 2001). That parents are interested in educational
materials is an important finding, as they are often used in interventions, as some theories of
behaviour change assert that a person must have knowledge of an issue before they can become
motivated to deal with it (Borland, 1999).
Further education on the effects of ETS is desirable because some parents engage in
behaviours that are falsely seen to be protective such as increasing ventilation, only smoking
near open windows, or only smoking in certain areas of the home or at certain times when
children are not present (Ashley & Ferrence, 1998). It has been determined that separating
smokers and nonsmokers with ventilating systems cannot control ETS exposure and can actually
further distribute it throughout a building (US Department of Health and Human Services, 2006).
More recent examination into the dangers of ETS have focused on third-hand smoke (THS),
which is defined as residual contamination left by tobacco smoke in an area previously exposed
(Winickoff et al., 2009). A study that compared exposure levels by measuring nicotine in
household dust, urinary cotinine levels, and air nicotine levels found that parents who smoke
inside the home had levels three to eight times higher than parents who smoke outside or engage
in other protection measures, but that parents who smoke outdoors still had contamination levels
five to seven times greater than nonsmoking households. The two smoking groups were
compared and found to have similar smoking rates. The results of this study show that homes
with a smoke-free home policy do display a reduction in ETS exposure for family members, but
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do not completely eliminate it. Smaller amounts of contaminants are still entering the home,
through avenues such as the smoker’s skin and clothing or through open doors and windows.
Such studies also demonstrate how smoking in the home but away from the child still results in
measureable exposure levels and that contamination can remain after a period of no further
exposure (Matt et al., 2004). Third-hand smoke similarly presents more of a problem for infants
than for older family members, as they have more contact with potentially contaminated surfaces
and higher dust ingestion rates (Winickoff et al., 2009). Studies have determined that beliefs of
the harm of THS smoke are associated with parental smoking behaviours. Similarly to SHS
beliefs, fathers and heavier smokers were less likely to agree with statements about the harms of
THS (Drehmer et al., 2012). Interestingly, while SHS beliefs have been found to be uncorrelated
with home smoking policy, THS beliefs were found to be correlated. While a high percentage of
smokers agree that SHS is harmful, only a small percentage of them have implemented a smoke
free home policy. Conversely, a small percentage of smokers agree that THS is harmful, but the
majority of these have implemented a smoke-free home policy. Third hand smoke beliefs may be
a modifiable avenue for encouraging smoke-free home policy adoption (Winickoff et al., 2009).
Interventions have taken the route of modifying beliefs with the goal of changing behaviour in
the past with some success.
There are a number of theoretical bases which have informed interventions with parents.
Borland (1999) cites six major routes taken to address smoking behaviours, which are influenced
by theories of behaviour change and at least partially supported by previous evidence:
1. Addressing beliefs and attitudes surrounding the behaviour in question or the
consequences of the continuation or cessation of the behaviour.
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2. Addressing self-efficacy, the belief in one’s ability to achieve a particular goal, in
regards to their ability to enact and maintain certain steps to achieving that goal of
behaviour change.
3. Addressing the social context and other contextual factors that can be mediated by
or directly affected by the person’s beliefs.
4. Changing a person’s experiences with the behaviour in question either directly or
indirectly through modeling.
5. Changing the priority for action to the desired behaviour change, as some people
may see the need for change but see that behaviour as being less of a priority than
other goals in their life.
6. Using a stage-based or step-based progression model to move people closer
towards the desired behaviour change.
Many individual, community, and policy based approaches have drawn on these fundamental
bases for intervention aimed at behaviour change. Each of these approaches may be more
appropriate for different delivery methods, populations, or specific intervention outcome goals.
While individual studies have reported mixed results, from nonsignificant findings to very high
success rates, reviews and meta-analytic studies are a more objective way of assessing overall
effectiveness of such interventions.
Past Reviews
Review 1
Emmons et al. (2001) narratively reviewed five studies spanning 1987 through 1997. The
main focus of the studies they searched for was the reduction of ETS exposure in young children.
They searched the Medline database and provided their search terms and methods for review.
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They only surveyed studies published in English. A detailed list of included studies was
provided, but a list of excluded studies was not provided. Their populations included pregnant
women and women utilizing antenatal care, as well as parents with older children seeing
pediatricians. Studies that engaged with older children were most often targeting children with
asthma. The studies predominantly reported nonsignificant results. They noted that studies
reported differing results when using both biochemical verification measures and self-report
measures. They suggested this may be a result of reporting bias, as parents may be inclined to
underreport their smoking habits, particularly after an intervention. This narrative review called
attention to potential differences when using biochemically verified outcomes compared to selfreported outcomes.
Review 2
Gehrman and Hovell (2003) conducted a largely narrative review of nineteen studies
spanning from 1987 through 2002. The focus of their review was to document and make
recommendations for interventions aimed at ETS exposure reduction in youth. They did not
include interventions that encompassed prenatal care and did include studies aimed at the
parental figures of young children and adolescents. They included a number of study designs,
though most studies were either randomized or non-randomized controlled trials. They searched
the Medline and PsychINFO databases. They provided a detailed list of keywords used during
their search. They also consulted reference lists for other potentially relevant studies. Only
published studies were included. A list of included studies was provided, but not a list of
excluded studies. They calculated an average effect size for the outcomes of ETS exposure and
cessation based on either direct report or a calculated score for a study based on their report of
multiple outcomes for these primary outcomes. They cited the small number of studies available
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as reason for not conducting further meta-analytic analyses. They concluded that results were
promising, as eleven of the nineteen studies reviewed found significant reductions in exposure.
They concluded that there is a small to moderate effect from such interventions, based on their
calculations of study effect sizes. Average effect size was higher for randomized controlled
trials(d = .38, N=12) than for nonrandomized controlled trials (d = .10, N=5).
Review 3
Klerman (2004) narratively documented nine studies conducted from 1994 to 2003, most
of which were randomized trials. They included behavioural intervention studies that aimed to
prevent postpartum relapse, encourage cessation, and those that aimed to modify the smoking
behaviour of household members. They included studies that had at least 100 subjects at follow
up and at least some component conducted after delivery. It is unclear how they identified the
studies reviewed. They provided a list of included studies but did not provide a list of excluded
studies. They divided studies into ―stronger‖ and ―weaker‖ categories based on length of the
intervention. This narrative review documented intervention settings and characteristics and
outlined the need for more detailed reporting of intervention components.
Review 4
Rosen and colleagues have conducted three reviews in the area. The first, in 2011 (Rosen,
Noach, Winickoff & Hovell), focused on studies that encouraged parents to quit smoking, and
the second, in 2014 (Rosen et al.), expanded on the previous review to include studies that aimed
to decrease child ETS exposure. The third, in 2015 (Rosen et al.,) focused on outcomes measured
by nicotine air monitors or similar devices. The 2011 review analyzed eighteen controlled trials
from 1987 to 2010 that measured parental quit rates following an intervention aimed at parents
of infants or young children who smoked. They searched the PubMed, Web of Science, Psych
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INFO and Cochrane Library databases. They provided a detailed list of search keywords
including MESH terms used in their search strategy. They had at least two reviewers extract
data. A detailed list of included studies was provided, and although a list of excluded studies was
not provided they explained their reasoning for excluding studies and the number of studies
excluded at each stage of the search process. They assessed methodological quality of the studies
as determined by the study type, whether the randomization was concealed, whether it included
blinding and biochemical verification, the follow-up time periods, and whether it included
fidelity to treatment information. Intervention quality and intensity were measured by reporting
the number of intervention sessions and whether or not the intervention was theoretically based.
They investigated both heterogeneity and possible publication bias. While publication bias tests
were unconcerning, studies did present to be heterogeneous. They examined a number of
subgroups to attempt to determine the source of heterogeneity. They used the DerSimonian and
Laird (1986) random-effects method to pool study results. Through subgroup analyses they
found significant results in groups of parents who had children who were 4 years old or older, in
interventions that included cessation medication, interventions that prioritized cessation as their
primary purpose, and those with high follow-up rates of above 80%. Sixteen subgroups (41%)
had nonsignificant levels of heterogeneity, with I² ranging from 0% to 56% and p values ranging
from 0.08 to 0.97. The main effect analysis revealed an overall risk difference (RD) of 0.04
which demonstrated an additional 4% of intervention group parents quit smoking than did
control group parents. This was concluded to be a modest but statistically significant
improvement favouring intervention groups, and it had high heterogeneity (I² = 82%, p = <
.001).
Review 5
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The 2014 review (Rosen et al.) looked at studies that aimed to decrease children’s ETS
exposure. It included thirty studies published from 1994 through 2013 that included biochemical
measures at follow-up after an intervention study that was either a randomized controlled trial, a
quasi-randomized randomized controlled trial or a controlled trial. They searched the Medline,
PubMed, Web of Science, PsycNet, and EMBASE databases. They provided a list of search
terms and MESH terms. Again, study quality was reported through reporting of study blinding,
study design, percent at follow-up, treatment fidelity, and whether the control group received any
kind of intervention. Intervention intensity was reported through the number of intervention
sessions. Outcomes varied more than in cessation studies and were characterized as parentally
reported exposure or protection (PREP). These measures included a wide variety of smoking
behaviours and regulations including smoke-free home policy, smoke-free vehicle policy, and
strategies to reduce exposure such as ventilation or only smoking in certain areas of the home, or
parental report of number of cigarettes a child was exposed to. Parental smoking behaviours and
both parents’ and children’s biochemical markers are also included as PREP measures.
Biomarker outcomes included cotinine or nicotine measures in urine, blood, saliva, or hair. They
used dual data extraction, where two researchers extracted the same data and then compared their
extraction results and resolved any differences. Tests for publication bias indicated bias was
likely for the PREP and biomarker outcomes. The DerSimonian and Laird (1986) random-effects
method was used to pool study results. There was a significant advantage in intervention groups
in PREP outcomes at follow-up (RD 0.07, CI 0.05-0.09, p<.0001, N=17) indicating a 7% benefit
to intervention families. Heterogeneity was not significant for this analysis (I² = 23%, p = .18).
There were nonsignficant results in their analysis of change from baseline to follow-up (RR 1.44,
CI 0.90 – 2.29, p = .13, N=7). Heterogeneity was significant for this analysis (I² = 87%, p =
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<.0001). There was a significant decrease in the number of cigarettes parents reported their
children to be exposed to (RD -0.24, CI -0.46 - -0.03, p = .03, N=8). Heterogeneity was
significant for this analysis (I² = 62%, p = <.01). However, when assessed by biochemical
verification, there was no evidence of an intervention effect at follow-up (RD 0.05, CI -0.130.03, p = .20, N=13). Heterogeneity was not significant for this analysis (I² = 0%, p = .57). The
small benefit in intervention groups was observed in both low (RR 1.18, CI 1.02-1.35, p = .02)
and high (RR 1.12, CI 1.07 – 1.18, p < .0001) intensity intervention studies. This study verified
what other studies have reported in that control groups in such intervention studies often see
small benefits as well. The results were trending in their pooled analysis of control groups
suggesting a monitoring or trial participation effect.
Review 6
The Cochrane Collaboration began narratively documenting family and carer smoking
control programs for reducing children’s exposure to ETS in 2002, with the most recent update
being in 2014 (Baxi et al.). They included 57 controlled trials that targeted those involved with
caring for infants and children under 12 that aimed to reduce a child’s exposure to environmental
tobacco smoke. They searched the CENTRAL, Medline, PsychInfo, EMBASE, CINAHL, ERIC
and Web of Knowledge databases. They provided a detailed search strategy including keywords
used. They utilized dual assessment for data extraction and study assessment. They cited
heterogeneity as being the reason for summarizing results narratively. They included smoking
behaviours in their outcomes variables as well as other variables such as health care service
utilization and child illness indicators. They characterized methodological quality through
documenting randomization, blinding and allocation concealment, and level of completeness of
reported data. They ultimately reported that more research is needed to determine whether such
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interventions are effective, though they suggested that their narrative review suggests that
intensive interventions may be effective. They also reported a possible monitoring effect, as a
number of studies reported small improvements in the control group. They also suggested that it
is possible that exposure related behaviours change over time and such studies are simply
documenting this change, much like how a small percentage of smokers quit on their own over
time.
Review 7
In 2015, Rosen and colleagues conducted another meta-analysis related to this area of
study. This time, they focused on outcomes from air monitoring equipment such as air nicotine
or particulate matter results. Again, they searched the Medline, PubMed, Web of Science,
PsychInfo, and EMBASE databases. They limited their results to studies published in English.
They utilized duplicate study appraisal, and triplicate data extraction, where multiple people
extracted data from studies and then worked to resolve any differences. Justification for study
exclusion was provided, and a list of included studies was outlined. They assessed study quality
by appraising blinding, treatment fidelity, and whether the control group received an
intervention. Tests of publication bias were nonsignificant. Studies included were randomized
controlled trials, controlled trials, or quasi-randomized trials. Participants were parents or
caregivers of children under twelve. Studies must have reported air nicotine or particulate matter
measurements and have followed participants for a minimum of one month after an intervention
aimed to reduce child tobacco smoke exposure was conducted. Study quality was assessed by
considering study design, blinding practices, attrition rates, treatment fidelity, and what kind of
treatment the control group was given, if any. Tests of heterogeneity were nonsignificant.
Change in air quality was greater in intervention groups than in control groups (SMD = -0.18, CI
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-0.34 - -0.03, p = 02, N = 6). Particulate matter readings alone showed a significant benefit for
the intervention group (SMD = -0.33, CI -0.62 - -0.05, p = .02, N = 3); however air nicotine
monitor readings alone displayed only a trend (SMD -0.17, CI -0.37 – 0.02, p = .08, N = 4).
Review 8
Daly et al. (2015) conducted a secondary analysis on the Cochrane review by performing
meta-analysis on some the studies outlined by the Cochrane Collaboration’s previous reviews of
the area, focusing on interventions delivered by health care providers. They also contacted
authors for supplementary studies found as well as some of those included in the Baxi et al.
(2014) review. They utilized dual data extraction. They assessed methodological quality and bias
probability through the Cochrane Collaboration guidelines. The guidelines address study design,
consent rate, sample size, randomization concealment, group allocation methods, observer
masking, attrition, biochemical validation measures, and intervention fidelity. Their metaanalysis of nine studies revealed no overall intervention effect for parental smoking cessation
(RR 1.05, CI 0.74 – 1.50, p = .78, N = 9). However, they analyzed three studies of postpartum
maternal relapse prevention which did demonstrate an overall intervention effect (RR 1.53, CI
1.10 – 2.14, p = .01, N = 3). Tests for publication bias were not concerning. Tests of
heterogeneity revealed substantial heterogeneity in the studies that aimed at parental cessation (I²
= 60%, p = .01), but not in the postpartum relapse prevention studies (I² = 49%, p = .14). They
cited varying follow up lengths, intervention procedures, variability in outcomes, and unknown
treatment fidelity as possible sources of heterogeneity.
Reasons to replicate and expand on previous reviews
While there have been a number of previous reviews in the area, many of these have been
narrative reviews, reviews with no significant results, or results had substantial heterogeneity.
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Narrative reviews can provide a descriptive overview of studies in a field, but may also be
subject to the subjective views of the authors and the samples of the reviewed studies.
Conversely, meta-analysis applies statistical procedures to a collection of empirical findings
from a group of studies with the purpose of making sense of them (Wolf, 1986). This is more
favourable to narrative reviews when possible as it can account for other factors that may
influence how authors and readers view reported results. Any reviews in this area that have
reported meta-analytic results have reported slight significant findings, if any. It is possible this
is due to the use of biochemical verification as a sort of gold standard in the measurement of
cessation and ETS exposure, which is common in not only these reviews but also in cessation
and exposure studies in general. Biochemical verification is often used as a standard where
available in empirical studies. This is because it is seen as being more objective and less prone to
reporter and recorder biases in alternative measures such as self-report or interview. Typically,
biochemical verification is seen as preferred to self-reported continuous or sustained abstinence,
which is preferred over point prevalence abstinence (Rigotti et al., 2008). It has been suggested
that these measures be used in conjunction with each other, but when not possible, to use more
preferred measures over those less preferred (Hughes et al., 2003). However, in studies in the
area of smoking exposure there are sometimes significant results when using self-report
measures which then disappear when using biochemical verification measures in the same study
(Rosen et al., 2014). This may be due to a number of reasons and raises question as to whether
biochemical verification should be prioritized over self-report in all cases.
Self-report measures have a number of disadvantages. In the context of smoking
behaviours, such measures often include self-report, proxy-report, interview style questioning,
diary format reporting, retrospective recall, or questionnaire. Most of these types of reporting can
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be subject to recall bias. While diary reporting can decrease recall bias, it is not always
appropriate (Avila-Tang et al., 2013b). To ensure adequate measurement through self-report
measures, steps should be taken to decrease recall bias and to ensure honest disclosure. Recall
accuracy can be improved through asking more specific questions. For instance, providing
examples of exposure sources can help people to remember exposure they may otherwise have
forgotten (Hovell et al., 2000). Making sure to include prompts to recall exposure from different
locations and different lengths of exposure, as well as including any relevant definitions can
increase accuracy of reports. Accuracy can also be increased by decreasing the amount of time
between the event and the recall, and this strategy can be used if it makes sense in the context of
the behaviour you are trying to measure (Avila-Tang et al., 2013b). While ensuring the questions
asked are specific and the people being asked have any tools necessary to answer them can result
in generally accurate reporting, often there is a concern in research into behaviours that have a
stigma attached to them, such as smoking, that participants will downplay or otherwise falsify
their reports.
Studies investigating smokers who falsify information about their smoking to health care
professionals have been conducted and have produced interesting results. A study that used
random digit dialing to survey smokers found that about 8% reported previous nondisclosure of
their smoking status. Nondisclosure was more likely to be found in people who felt stigmatized
by their smoking status or who had home no smoking policies. This is potentially problematic for
studies in parents, as the study shows that people in a setting where smoking is seen as
unacceptable are more likely to falsify their reports, and some intervention components would
inherently portray smoking as being somewhat unacceptable. However, the study did not account
for what setting the nondisclosure occurred or whether it was active falsification or passive
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nondisclosure (Stuber & Galea, 2009). Interestingly, another study that surveyed parents with
varying smoking statuses reported concordance in smoke free home policy reports is increasing
over time. Houses where both parents smoked were more likely to provide discordant responses
than households with never smokers or one smoker. It is suggested that the source of these
discordant reports may be a lack of clarity in home smoking rules and what constitutes a smoke
free home to each person surveyed. Regardless, discordant reports make up less than 12% of the
reports in this study (Zhang et al., 2012). In studies looking at various types of falsified reports
from smokers, it seems that a very small proportion of people are likely to falsify their smoking
behaviour reports, and that this may be largely curbed by asking more precise questions.
Due to studies showing that a small proportion of people may respond less than honestly
when prompted about their smoking status, biochemical verification and other more objective
monitoring methods have been turned to as a method to avoid this problem. However,
biochemical verification has its own set of disadvantages that can potentially arise alongside its
use as a measure of smoking behaviours. Cotinine has become the biomarker of choice because it
is a metabolite of nicotine with a half-life of about 16 hours (Avila-Tang et al., 2013a). However,
the half-life of cotinine is said to vary from up to 160 hours in infants to anywhere from 24 to 40
hours in adults (Hovell et al., 2000). It can be measured through blood and saliva, but urinary
cotinine is often the measure of choice as cotinine concentrations are approximately four to six
times higher in urine and collection is often seen as less intrusive for participants (Avila-Tang et
al., 2013a). A study on the variability of cotinine levels in young children found high withinsubject variability which increased over measurement time and was approximately three to five
times higher than what would be expected if it were solely a result of measurement error. This
study recommended that using cotinine measurements to determine clinically significant changes
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in behaviour or exposure cannot be determined by two samples alone and should be based on a
greater number of samples averaged to create baselines and endpoints. In summary, the
researchers found that in order to make reliable inferences relating to exposure changes, multiple
biological samples are necessary (Matt et al., 2007). Despite these recommendations, this does
not seem to be common practice in exposure studies. Aside from these potentially mediated
difficulties, cotinine metabolism can also be affected by genetics, race, gender, hormonal
function, kidney function, and drug use including hormonal contraceptives, rifampin, and
anticonvulsants (Avila-Tang et al., 2013a). While kidney function can be assessed and questions
can be asked about medication use, these present further challenges in cotinine analyses. Hovell
et al. (2000) also point out that the methods seen as being more objective can also be falsified to
a certain extent, as participants can smoke away from air monitors or time their smoking
differently than they would have if they had not been being monitored.
Both self-report and biochemical verification methods commonly used in cessation and
exposure studies have their own advantages and disadvantages. Previous studies have suggested
that despite these difficulties, agreement between cotinine measurements and self-report of a
child’s exposure can be as high as 80% (Seifert et al., 2002). Other similar studies have reported
a much wider range of agreement between measures with correlation coefficients ranging from
.28 to .71. These researchers suggested that the reason for such variance in results is that
biochemical verification and self-report often are not assessing the same thing, and that neither
measurement alone can be considered to fully or flawlessly represent exposure (Hovell et al.,
2000). Velicer et al. (1992) outline how in exposure or smoking studies, we are typically looking
to measure either point prevalence, prolonged abstinence, or continuous abstinence. It is
important to be clear on what we are measuring as point prevalence potentially represents a
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much more heterogeneous group than prolonged or continuous abstinence. Hughes et al. (2003)
recommend using prolonged abstinence as a preferred measure and point prevalence as a
secondary measure. With the nature of relapses, point prevalence is more likely to produce a
higher quit rate than prolonged abstinence or continuous abstinence. An advantage to prolonged
abstinence is that it is likely to be a more homogenous group than point prevalence but still
allows for some amount of relapse or variation in quit time. Considering the potential different
advantages and disadvantages of exposure and smoking behaviour measures, it seems unfounded
to always prioritize biochemical verification over report measures. Further, considering point
prevalence typically results in the most heterogeneous group of participants, it seems other
abstinence measures may be more appropriate for meta-analytic analyses when they are
available.
Another area that may be improved upon in meta-analytic studies in the area of such
interventions is that of study intensity ratings. Downer and Yazejian (2013) explain that when we
are looking at intervention implementation, we often focus on quantity measures and ignore
quality measures. Quantity measures are typically easier to obtain and include aspects such as
dosage, the total amount of intervention; intensity, how much intervention is delivered per
session; frequency, how often the intervention sessions are delivered; exposure, the duration of
each individual session; duration, the length of time dedicated to each individual session; and
adherence, the proportion of the intervention delivered per session. These details are much more
often reported than quality measures, which may include things like the qualifications and
perceived standing of the person delivering the intervention, and how engaging they are, whether
they have good delivery skills such as pacing, as well as other indicators of participants’ overall
engagement with the intervention process. These researchers suggest that if we wish to assess
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intervention effectiveness we must assess these factors in order to be able to identify the active
ingredients of such interventions. Another potentially important quantifier, which is somewhat
related to quality measures, is treatment fidelity. Johnson-Kozlow et al., (2008) define treatment
fidelity as the extent to which the intervention is delivered in a way which adheres to the planned
protocol or theoretical basis for intervention. They found it to be associated with treatment
satisfaction and significant outcomes. The question of how to approach quantifying intervention
intensity in meta-analysis is a difficult but important one.
Typically, when past meta-analyses have quantified intervention intensity they have done
so by assessing the number of contacts with participants (Rosen et al., 2011; Rosen et al., 2014).
Some meta-analytic studies have gone further by trying to quantify the amount of time spent
with participants (Johnson-Kozlow et al., 2008), or by developing a rating system that includes
both number of contacts and time spent (Rigotti et al., 2008). In order to properly characterize
all studies in this diverse field while including as many relevant components of intervention
intensity as possible an exploration of different categorization methods may be needed.
Categories for treatment intensity should be included in both quantity and quality measures, but
would have to be informed largely by the available information included in the reviewed studies.
Categories for intervention components will be guided by the data, but also by those outlined by
Michi, van Stralen, and West (2011). They outlined nine intervention types and seven policy
types to guide intervention categorization. The nine intervention components are education,
persuasion, incentivisation, coercion, training, restriction, environmental restructuring, modelling
and enablement. Education refers to increasing knowledge. Persuasion refers to aiming to
stimulate some kind of action or induce positive or negative feelings. Incentivisation and
coercion are similar, with incentivisation creating the expectation of some kind of reward, and
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coercion creating the expectation of some kind of cost or punishment. Training refers to
increasing skills, while restriction refers to reducing opportunity or removing barriers to either
encourage or discourage the engagement in a target behaviour. Environmental restructuring is
when the social or physical context is changed, while modelling is when an example to imitate is
provided. Finally, enablement refers to reducing barriers or increasing capability or opportunity
over and above education, training, or environmental restructuring. The policy components are
communication or marketing, guidelines, fiscal, regulation, legislation, environmental or social
planning, and service provision. Communication or marketing refers to the provision of various
types of media. Guidelines refer to the creation of guiding documents that affect service
provision. Fiscal refers specifically to changing the tax system to encourage or discourage
behaviour, while regulation refers to the establishment of rules relating to the behaviour or
practice. Legislation is simply changing or introducing new laws, while environmental or social
planning refers to exerting control over or designing the physical or social context. Finally,
service provision refers to delivering some kind of service. A brief summary of the reasons to
expand on previous reviews can be found in Table 1.
Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity is an important concept in meta-analysis but can sometimes be confused as
there are a few different types of heterogeneity. Clinical heterogeneity, or clinical diversity,
refers to the variability in interventions, participants, and outcomes in the studies being reviewed.
Methodological heterogeneity, or methodological diversity, is included in clinical diversity but
more specifically refers to the variability in included studies designs and risks of bias. Finally,
statistical heterogeneity, which is the type of heterogeneity most commonly being referred to
when talking about meta-analysis, is the variability in the intervention effects in the studies being
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evaluated (Higgins & Green, 2011). Heterogeneity of the data partially determines the difficulty
in drawing conclusions from the result of a meta-analysis (Higgins & Thompson, 2002). This is
because heterogeneity describes the degree to which the intervention effects in question differ
from each other above what one would expect due to chance alone. However, because
heterogeneity is presumably always present to some degree in any summary of studies, tests of
heterogeneity, such as I², actually focus on the extent to which heterogeneity influences the
meta-analysis and not whether it exists (Higgins & Green, 2011). Considering the diversity in the
studies included in exposure reduction literature, clinical heterogeneity may also be an issue to
explore through subgroup analyses, providing enough data for such categorization is available.
Subgroup analyses
Because there is some evidence that smokers who receive an intervention after admission
to a health care facility due to illness are more likely to successfully quit (Rigotti et al., 2008)
subgroup analyses were conducted to see if this also applies to the admission of a sick child in
their care. Friebly et al. (2013) conducted a study which suggested that this may be the case by
showing that parents at a sick-child visit were more likely to report wanting to quit than parents
accompanying a child who was not sick. It may be necessary to further break down the sick-child
category, as an intervention specifically targeting parents of children with asthma may be found
to be more effective than those targeting parents at a general emergency room visit. Rigotti et al.
(2008) found that adults admitted for cardiovascular complaints were the most likely group to
respond to cessation advice, so it is possible that the context of a sick-child visit is important.
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Table 1
Summary of reasons to replicate and expand on previous reviews
Study

Areas for improvement

Emmons 2001

no reported bias or quality measures, narrative review

Gehrman 2003

no reported bias or quality measures, narrative review

Klerman 2004

no reported bias or quality measures, narrative review

Rosen 2011

intervention intensity ratings could be improved (used number of sessions), focus on cessation,
focus on biochemical verification

Baxi 2014

narrative review

Rosen 2014

intervention intensity ratings could be improved (used number of sessions), focuses on young
children, focus on biochemical verification

Rosen 2015

focus on air quality measures

Daly 2015

focus on clinical setting

Study Objectives
The primary goal of the narrative review is to explore implementation measure
characterization using two different guidelines. The first categorization (Downer & Yazejian,
2013) is further outlined in Table 2. The second, outlined by Bellg et al., (2004) is further
outlined in Table 3. It is likely that studies will provide this information inconsistently, but
identifying potential gaps in reporting on these variables may inform future studies reporting and
enable improved implementation appraisal.
The meta-analyses and subgroup analyses conducted will be informed based on outcome
availability within studies. Subgroups of interest include those previously outlined in past
reviews and meta-analyses, such as intervention setting and intervention intensity. Instead of
combining outcome measures as in Rosen et al. 2011 or Rosen et al., 2014, outcomes will be
grouped according to self-report or biochemically verified outcomes. Other possible
categorization was considered based on availability of reported results.
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Table 2
Downer and Yazejian guidelines for implementation measure appraisal
Implementation measure

Description
How much is delivered per session
How often sessions are delivered
Duration of delivery
Proportion of intervention delivered
Delivery personnel training
Participant satisfaction with delivery

Intensity
Frequency
Exposure
Adherence
Qualifications
Engagement

Table 3
Bellg et al., guidelines for implementation measure appraisal
Type of Fidelity
Fidelity to theory
Provider training
Treatment implementation
Treatment receipt
Treatment enactment

Description
Whether the intervention included relevant active ingredients based on theory
Whether the treatment providers were capable of delivering the intervention
as designed
Whether the treatment providers implemented the intervention as designed
Whether the participants received the active ingredients as intended
Whether the participants put new skills or behaviour into practice and whether
all necessary steps were completed

Method
Search Protocol
A number of relevant databases to be searched were selected based on previous reviews.
A number of keywords were selected to be included in the search, pertaining to tobacco smoke,
the parental role, and the type of study. A list of search keywords can be found in Table 4. The
databases searched were CINAHL, CENTRAL, PsychINFO, PubMed, and Web of Science.
Table 4
Search Keywords
Content

Population

Study type

Passive smok*, second-hand smok*,
secondary smok*, smoke pollution,
environmental smok*, involuntary smok*,
tobacco smoke exposure

Maternal smok*, parental smok*,
child health, maternal care, well
baby, child welfare, parent educat*,
pediatric*, caregiv*

Randomized controlled trial,
clinical trial, controlled trial,
follow-up, intervention,
treatment assessment
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Study and Population Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
After identifying potentially relevant studies, the studies were reviewed in further detail
and eliminated or included based on a number of criteria. The population must have included
adults who were smokers and outcomes must have not been combined with results from
nonsmokers. The outcomes of the study must have detailed either ETS exposure or tobacco
consumption. Measures included were nicotine air monitor readings, self-reported or
biochemically validated quit rates, self-reported measures of exposure or consumption such as
number of cigarettes smoked in a specified time frame or smoked in the presence of a child, as
well as changes in biochemical measures such as child cotinine or nicotine levels. The
intervention components or recruitment strategy must have had some significance to the adult’s
role as the caregiver of a child or the health of a child in their care. As interventions with
pregnant populations often focus on reduction and relapse prevention, and any educational
intervention components tend to have a specific and different focus, such studies were not
included. The type of study must have been a controlled trial with or without randomization or a
quasi-experimental study. Studies must be published in English.
Data Extraction
Data were extracted from studies and inputted into a database in FileMakerPro. Data
extracted included study details such as publication information, intervention details including
delivery details, and results. Detailed intervention information was used to assess intervention
intensity. Categories were defined based on the treatment intensity components outlined by
Downer and Yazejian (2013). Data on treatment fidelity was guided by categories outlined by
Bellg et al. (2004) which included detailed information on treatment adherence, provider
training, intervention dosage, and delivery consistency.
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Study Quality and Bias
Studies were first assessed using the Jadad score quality measure. The Jadad score is a
common quality measure that entails scoring a study out of a possible total score of 5. A total of
2 points can be awarded in the randomization category, one for mentioning randomization, and a
second for using an appropriate method for randomization. Similarly, 2 points can be awarded
for blinding, one point if the study is double blinded and another if the method for doubleblinding is appropriate. Finally, a point can be awarded for a description of withdrawals or dropouts (Jadad et al., 1996).
Study quality was also assessed following the guidelines outlined in the Cochrane
Review Study Quality Guide (Ryan, Hill, Prictor, & McKenzie 2012). Categories outlined in the
guide included allocation concealment and randomization, attrition, blinding, participant flow
and follow-up, and publication bias. Funnel plots were created to assess the possibility of
publication bias, as an asymmetrical funnel plot can be indicative of such bias as when
significant results are favoured for publication the funnel plot with present more asymmetrically
(Higgins & Green, 2011). Funnel plots and graphical representation of bias ratings were
generated in Review Manager 5 (Cochrane Collaboration, 2014).
Analyses
Descriptive Statistics
Studies were described using frequencies for study qualities including country of origin,
setting of intervention, time frames surrounding intervention length and follow-up procedures,
quality and potential bias findings, and intervention intensity category reporting.
Meta-Analysis
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The purpose of meta-analysis is to combine effect sizes across related studies in an area
to provide an estimate of the overall effect (Thompson & Sharp, 1999). Due to the nature of the
studies being included, a random effects meta-analysis was conducted. Because this review is
looking at exposure reduction generally, the number of potential outcome measures that could be
used in studies assessing exposure would suggest that the random-effects model’s incorporation
of the assumption of different but related intervention effects is most appropriate (Higgins &
Green, 2011). Further, previous studies have suggested heterogeneity is present in this area (Baxi
et al., 2014, Daly et al., 2015), so a random effects model is likely to be more appropriate than a
fixed-effects model, which assumes that each study is examining the same measure (Higgins &
Green, 2011).
Meta-analyses were conducted on two primary outcomes, using two different measures
each. The first outcome, cessation, was divided by self-reported study results and biochemically
validated quit rates. The second outcome, reduced exposure, was measured by reduced child
cotinine and by self-reported implementation of environmental smoking bans. All meta-analyses
except for the child cotinine analysis were conducted using odd ratios, and event rates for the
intervention and control groups were entered into Review Manager 5 for analysis. The child
cotinine analysis utilized standardized mean difference, and means and standard deviations for
the intervention and control groups were entered into Review Manager 5 for analysis. In some
cases, standard deviations were not provided but confidence intervals were. When this happened,
standard deviations were calculated dividing the length of the confidence interval by 3.92 then
multiplying that by the square root of N. The value 3.92 represents the number of standard errors
wide a 95% confidence interval is in samples over 100 (Higgins & Green, 2011). When sample
sizes were small, exact t distribution values were calculated in Microsoft Excel using the formula
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=TINV(1-0.95,X-1) where X is the sample size. This value was then used in place of 3.92 in the
above formula. Meta-analyses were conducted using the random effects method based on the
Mantel-Haenszel method (Higgins & Green, 2011). When multiple time points were presented in
studies, the longest time point was used for analysis. In these analyses, the events of interest
were cessation or the implementation of a new smoking ban, or decreases in child cotinine
measured.
Heterogeneity
Heterogeneity was assessed in the meta-analyses conducted in this study using Review
Manager 5 (Cochrane Collaboration, 2014). Because biochemical verification is a point
prevalence measure, and point prevalence measures are thought to produce the most
heterogeneous group of participants, tests of heterogeneity were conducted on the self-report and
biochemically verified outcomes separately, to see if this presumption may be a concern for
meta-analyses in this area. Heterogeneity was assessed for the meta-analyses and subgroup
analyses to determine whether study effects varied significantly more than would be expected
due to chance.
Subgroup analyses
As discussed previously, subgroup analyses were performed based on self-report
or biochemical verification result type. Further study characteristics considered for subgroup
analysis included brief versus intensive interventions, and tests conducted based on the more
thorough implementation measures. Length of follow up time and intervention components were
also considered for subgroup analyses. Subgroup analyses were informed by results type as well
as whether different study characteristics allowed for reasonably comparable group sizes. The
self-reported cessation grouping had the largest number of studies with result information, so the
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majority of subgroup analyses were conducted with this outcome. Subgroup analyses conducted
with this group were based on the ill, well, or any healthcare setting; follow-up times of less than
six months, six months, or twelve months, whether an intervention was considered brief or
intensive, and whether an intervention was based on theory. The subgroup analysis of whether an
intervention was based on theory was also able to be replicated using the biochemically verified
reduced exposure outcome and the reduced exposure measured by the implementation of
environmental smoking bans. The most extreme study outcome was favoured for coding. For
example, if both home and car bans were presented together, that outcome would be favoured
over vehicle or home bans separately. Similarly, the longest time frame was preferred for study
results. For example, if studies presented results for multiple timeframes, the longest follow up
time results were used.
Results
Search Results
Article databases were searched in January 2016. Inclusion and exclusion results are
outlined in a flow chart (Figure 1). Table 3 provides the first author’s name and year of
publication of the studies included in the narrative review.
Study characteristics
All descriptive analyses were conducted on all 60 studies unless otherwise specified. A
large portion of the studies reviewed were conducted in the United States (57%). The next most
represented country was China, with 7 studies (12%). There were three or less studies from each
of Armenia, Australia, Canada, Germany, Iran, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
Sweden, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. When considering intervention components (N 60),
provision of educational sessions was the most common, with 43 studies (72%) reporting using
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this type of intervention. Educational materials were the second most common, with 28 studies
(47%) reporting distributing some kind of educational material. Sixteen studies cited using
motivational interviewing (27%), and 11 studies (18%) used cotinine feedback. Eight studies
used advice (13%). Following the categories outlined by Michi, van Stralen, and West (2011) 39
studies used educational components, 40 used persuasion, 2 used incentivisation, 24 used
coercion, 22 used training, 12 used environmental restructuring, 1 used modelling, 23 used
enablement, 26 used communication/marketing, 4 used environmental restructuring, and 14 used
service provision. Twenty-five studies (42%) targeted an ill child setting, with asthmatic children
and children with any other illness representing close to the same amount of studies. Children in
the ―other ill‖ category presented with any respiratory complaint, were children with cancer, or
were children who had spent time in the NICU. Eleven studies (18%) were targeted at well-child
visits, while 7 studies (12%) were health care based but accepted all children regardless of reason
for visit. Seventeen studies (28%) were not health care based, although sometimes healthcare
records were used for sample identification. Twenty studies utilized telephone contact as an
intervention delivery method, 21 used home-visits, 18 used a healthcare setting contact, 17
specifically used a pediatric health care setting, 4 used the emergency department, 3 used mail
contact, and 3 used school contacts. Twenty-nine of the sixty studies (48%) provided enough
detail about the foundation of their intervention that they could be considered evidence or theory
based. Further description of study characteristics can be found in the Appendix.
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Figure 1
Database search results flowchart

Table 5
List of studies included in narrative review
Abdullah 2005
Abdullah 2015
Baheiraei 2011
Blaakman 2015
Borelli 2010
Butz 2011
Carlsson 2013
Chan 2003
Chan 2005
Chan 2006
Chilmonczyk 1992
Collins 2015
Conway 2004

Crone 2003
Culp 2007
Curry 2003
Eakin 2014
Ekerbicer 2007
Eriksen 1996
Fossum 2004
Greenberg 1994
Groner 2000
Harutyunyan 2013
Herbert 2011
Hovell 1994
Hovell 2000

Hovell 2002
Hovell 2009
Irvine 1999
Mahabee-Gittens
2009
McIntosh 1994
Meltzer 1993
Nicholson 2015
Ortega 2015
Peck 2015
Prokhorov 2013
Ralston 2008
Ralston 2013

Schuck 2014
Stepans 2006
Stotts 2013
Streja 2014
Tyc 2013
Ulbricht 2014
Vineis 1993
Wahlgren 1997
Wakefield 2002
Walker 2015
Wall 1995
Wang 2015
Wiggins 2005

Wilson 2001
Wilson 2011
Winickoff 2003a
Winickoff 2003b
Winickoff 2010
Yilmaz 2006
Yucel 2014
Zakarian 2004
Zhang 1993

Italicized studies are those included in the narrative review only and excluded from meta-analyses
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Table 6
Countries in which reviewed study interventions were conducted
Study ID
Abdullah 2005
Abdullah 2015
Baheiraei 2011
Blaakman 2015
Borelli 2010
Butz 2011
Carlsson 2013
Chan 2003
Chan 2005
Chan 2006
Chilmonczyk 1992
Collins 2015
Conway 2004
Crone 2003
Culp 2007
Curry 2003
Eakin 2014
Ekerbicer 2007
Eriksen 1996
Fossum 2004
Greenberg 1994
Groner 2000
Harutyunyan 2013
Herbert 2011
Hovell 1994
Hovell 2000
Hovell 2002
Hovell 2009
Irvine 1999
Mahabee-Gittens 2009

Country
China
China
Iran
United States
United States
United States
Sweden
China
China
China
United States
United States
United States
Netherlands
United States
Portugal
United States
Turkey
Norway
Sweden
United States
United States
Armenia
Canada
United States
United States
United States
United States
United Kingdom
United States

Study ID
McIntosh 1994
Meltzer 1993
Nicholson 2015
Ortega 2015
Peck 2015
Prokhorov 2013
Ralston 2008
Ralston 2013
Schuck 2014
Stepans 2006
Stotts 2013
Streja 2014
Tyc 2013
Ulbricht 2014
Vineis 1993
Wahlgren 1997
Wakefield 2002
Walker 2015
Wall 1995
Wang 2015
Wiggins 2005
Wilson 2001
Wilson 2011
Winickoff 2003a
Winickoff 2003b
Winickoff 2010
Yilmaz 2006
Yucel 2014
Zakarian 2004
Zhang 1993

Country
United States
United States
United States
Spain
United States
United States
United States
United States
Netherlands
United States
United States
United States
United States
Germany
Italy
United States
Australia
Australia
United States
China
United Kingdom
United States
United States
United States
United States
United States
Turkey
Turkey
United States
China
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Michi intervention components included in studies reviewed
Study ID
Michi components
Study ID
Michi components
Abdullah 2005
1, 5, 9, 10
Meltzer 1993
1, 2, 5, 9
Abdullah 2015
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10
Nicholson 2015
1, 2, 4, 7
Baheiraei 2011
2, 10
Ortega 2015
2
Blaakman 2015
1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 16
Peck 2015
1, 2, 4, 5
Borelli 2010
1, 2, 5, 9
Prokhorov 2013
1
Butz 2011
1, 7 10
Ralston 2008
2, 9
Carlsson 2013
2, 9, 10
Ralston 2013
2, 9, 16
Chan 2003
1, 2, 10
Schuck 2014
2, 3, 5, 7
Chan 2005
2
Stepans 2006
1, 2, 4, 15
Chan 2006
1, 2, 9
Stotts 2013
2
Chilmonczyk 1992
1, 4
Streja 2014
1, 4, 10
Collins 2015
1, 4, 5, 10
Tyc 2013
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10
Conway 2004
2, 5, 7, 9
Ulbricht 2014
2
Crone 2003
1, 4, 9
Vineis 1993
1, 4
Culp 2007
1
Wahlgren 1997
1
Curry 2003
2, 5, 9, 10, 16
Wakefield 2002
1, 2, 4, 10
Eakin 2014
2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 16
Walker 2015
1, 4, 5, 9, 16
Ekerbicer 2007
1, 4
Wall 1995
1, 5, 10, 16
Eriksen 1996
1, 2, 4,9, 10, 16
Wang 2015
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10
Fossum 2004
2, 4, 5
Wiggins 2005
5, 9, 16
Greenberg 1994
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10
Wilson 2001
1, 2, 8
Groner 2000
5
Wilson 2011
1, 5, 9
Harutyunyan 2013
2, 4, 5, 10
Winickoff 2003a
1, 2, 9, 10, 16
Herbert 2011
2
Winickoff 2003b
1, 2, 9, 10, 16
Hovell 1994
5
Winickoff 2010
1, 2, 9, 10, 16
Hovell 2000
2, 7, 10
Yilmaz 2006
1
Hovell 2002
1, 2, 10, 15
Yucel 2014
1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10, 15
Hovell 2009
2
Zakarian 2004
2, 5, 9, 10, 16
Irvine 1999
1, 4, 9, 15, 16
Zhang 1993
1, 4, 10
Mahabee-Gittens 2009 1, 2, 4, 9, 16
McIntosh 1994
1, 2, 4, 10
Legend
1. Education: Increasing knowledge or understanding
2. Persuasion: Using communication to induce positive or negative feelings or stimulate action
3. Incentivisation: Creating expectation of reward
4. Coercion: Creating expectation of punishment or cost
5. Training: Improving skills
6. Restriction: Using rules to reduce the opportunity to engage in the target behaviour
7. Environmental restructuring: Changing the physical or social context
8. Modelling: Providing an example for people to aspire to or imitate
9. Enablement: Increasing means/reducing barriers to increase capability/opportunity
10. Communication/marketing: Using print, electronic, telephonic or broadcast media
11. Guidelines: Creating documents that recommend or mandate practice (service provision changes)
12. Fiscal: Using the tax system to reduce or increase financial cost
13. Regulation: Establishing rules or principles of behaviour or practice
14. Legislation: Making or changing laws
15. Environmental/ social planning: Designing and/or controlling the physical or social environment
16. Service provision: Delivering a service
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Table 8
Intervention components of interest in reviewed studies
Advice
Ekerbicer 2007
Eriksen 1996
Irvine 1999
Mahabee-Gittens 2009
McIntosh 1994
Ralston 2013
Wall 1995
Yucel 2014

Educational
Materials
Abdullah 2005
Abdullah 2015
Baheiraei 2011
Butz 2011
Carlsson 2013
Chan 2003
Chan 2006
Curry 2003
Eriksen 1996
Irvine 1999
McIntosh 1994
Nicholson 2015
Prokhorov 2013
Ralston 2008
Ralston 2013
Stepans 2006
Streja 2014
Ulbricht 2014
Vineis 1993
Wakefield 2002
Wall 1995
Wang 2015
Wiggins 2005
Winickoff 2003a
Winickoff 2003b
Winickoff 2010
Zakarian 2004
Zhang 1993

Educational
Session(s)
Abdullah 2005
Abdullah 2015
Borelli 2010
Butz 2011
Carlsson 2013
Chan 2003
Chan 2006
Collins 2015
Conway 2004
Crone 2003
Culp 2007
Curry 2003
Eakin 2014
Fossum 2004
Greenberg 1994
Groner 2000
Herbert 2011
Hovell 1994
Hovell 2000
Hovell 2002
Hovell 2009
Meltzer 1993
Nicholson 2015
Ortega 2015
Peck 2015
Ralston 2013
Schuck 2014
Stepans 2006
Streja 2014
Tyc 2013
Ulbricht 2014
Vineis 1993
Wahlgren 1997
Walker 2015
Wang 2015
Wiggins 2005
Wilson 2001
Wilson 2011
Winickoff 2003a
Winickoff 2003b
Yilmaz 2006
Yucel 2014
Zakarian 2004

Motivational
Interviewing
Abdullah 2005
Baheiraei 2011
Blaakman 2015
Borelli 2010
Carlsson 2013
Chan 2005
Eakin 2014
Harutyunyan 2013
Ortega 2015
Ralston 2013
Stotts 2013
Ulbricht 2014
Walker 2015
Wang 2015
Winickoff 2003b
Winickoff 2010

Cotinine
Feedback
Blaakman 2015
Borelli 2010
Chilmonczyk 1992
Ekerbicer 2007
McIntosh 1994
Ulbricht 2014
Wakefield 2002
Wang 2015
Wilson 2001
Wilson 2011
Yucel 2014
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Table 9
Intervention delivery contexts in studies reviewed
Ill Child
Blaakman 2015
Borelli 2010
Butz 2011
Chan 2003
Chan 2005
Chan 2006
Hovell 1994
Hovell 2002
Irvine 1999
Mahabee-Gittens 2009
McIntosh 1994
Meltzer 1993
Nicholson 2015
Peck 2015
Ralston 2008
Ralston 2013
Stotts 2013
Streja 2014
Tyc 2013
Wahlgren 1997
Wakefield 2002
Wilson 2001
Wilson 2011
Winickoff 2003a
Winickoff 2003b

Well Child
Baheiraei 2011
Chilmonczyk 1992
Crone 2003
Eriksen 1996
Fossum 2004
Greenberg 1994
Ortega 2015
Vineis 1993
Walker 2015
Yilmaz 2006
Zakarian 2004

Both
Carlsson 2013
Curry 2003
Groner 2000
Herbert 2011
Stepans 2006
Wall 1995
Winickoff 2010

Not healthcare based
Abdullah 2005
Abdullah 2015
Collins 2015
Conway 2004
Culp 2007
Eakin 2014
Ekerbicer 2007
Harutyunyan 2013
Hovell 2000a
Hovell 2009
Prokhorov 2013
Schuck 2014
Ulbricht 2014
Wang 2015
Wiggins 2005
Yucel 2014
Zhang 1993
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Table 10
Intervention delivery methods in studies reviewed
Telephone
Abdullah
2005
Abdullah
2015
Baheiraei
2011
Blaakman
2015
Borelli 2010

Pediatric
Chan 2003

Collins 2015
Conway 2004
Eakin 2014
Harutyunyan
2013
Hovell 2000a
Hovell 2002

Curry 2003
Eriksen 1996
Fossum 2004
Groner 2000

Nicholson
2015
Peck 2015
Schuck 2014
Wakefield
2002
Wilson 2011
Winickoff
2003a
Winickoff
2003b
Yucel 2014
Zakarian
2004

Chan 2005

Emergency
MahabeeGittens 2009
Ralston 2008

Chan 2006

Ralston 2013

Healthcare
Baheiraei
2011
Blaakman
2015
Borelli 2010

Chilmonczyk
1992
Crone 2003

Tyc 2013

Butz 2011

Borelli 2010

Carlsson
2013
Herbert 2011
Hovell 2000
Meltzer 1993
Nicholson
2015
Peck 2015
Stotts 2013

Butz 2011

Streja 2014

Harutyunyan
2013
Hovell 2002

Hovell 1994
McIntosh
1994
Ortega 2015
Vineis 1993
Wahlgren
1997
Wall 1995
Wilson 2001
Yilmaz 2006

Wakefield
2002
Wilson 2011
Winickoff
2003a
Winickoff
2003b
Winickoff
2010
Zakarian
2004

School
Ekerbicer
2007
Wang 2015

Home
Abdullah 2005

Mail
Irvine 1999

Abdullah 2015

Zhang 1993

Blaakman 2015

Prokhorov
2013
Yucel 2014

Carlsson 2013
Collins 2015
Conway 2004
Culp 2007
Eakin 2014
Greenberg 1994

Hovell 2009
Irvine 1999
Stepans 2006
Stotts 2013
Streja 2014
Walker 2015
Wiggins 2005

Yucel 2014
Note that interventions could have used more than one setting for delivery of components
The healthcare category is comprised of any health care setting that was not strictly a pediatric clinic or emergency
department, or was comprised of multiple healthcare settings

Implementation measures review
Treatment intensity measures were guided by the implementation measures outlined by
Downer and Yazejian (2013). Another guide used to direct this quality measures review was
established by Bellg et al. (2004). These measures were designed to account for both the quality
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and quantity of implementation. Twenty-five studies had a retention rate under 80%, and 35
studies had a retention rate over 80%. Seventeen studies (28%) provided reasons for the
participant attrition, and 12 studies (20%) provided enough detail to demonstrate at which stage
of the study participants had dropped-out. Twenty studies (33%) outlined completion rates for
different parts of their interventions. When it came to procedural details about the intervention
procedures, 29 of the 60 (47%) studies provided information on both the number of sessions and
the length of each session. However, 34 of the 60 studies (57%) provided information on either
the length of sessions or number of sessions, but not necessarily both. Of those that provided
enough information to determine total intervention length, 8 studies were 15 minutes or less, 8
were 20-45 minutes in length, 6 were 1-2 hours, and 7 were over 2 hours. The longest total
intervention length was approximately 6 hours and 45 minutes. Ten studies conducted their
intervention in 1 session, 12 in 3-4 sessions, and 9 in 5 or more sessions. In terms of follow up
times, 19 studies followed up after less than 6 months, 12 followed up at 6 months, 22 followed
up at 12 months, and 2 followed up at 2 years or more.
Delivery personnel were varied in their backgrounds. Fifty-five of the 60 (92%) studies
provided some detail about their delivery personnel. In 31 studies (52%), the primary delivery
personnel were the researchers themselves or study specific staff. In 4 studies (0.07%), they were
primary care physicians or pediatricians. In 12 studies (20%) they were community nurses or
similarly trained community level health educators. Seven studies (12%) had hospital floor
nurses as their primary delivery personnel, while one (0.02%) study utilized quitline staff. While
most studies provided some information on the type of delivery personnel they used, few studies
provided much detail on how their personnel were trained. Thirty-three studies (55%) mentioned
any type of training involved in preparing their delivery personnel, and only 19 studies (32%)
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provided detail on the content or quantity of this training. However, 9 studies (15%) included
mention of continuing supervision, refresher courses, or other continuing quality checks during
intervention delivery. Other types of quality check during delivery were mentioned in 18 studies
(30%), and standardized delivery was mentioned in 9 studies (15%).
Table 11
Specified use of theories in studies
Theory
Abdullah 2005
Abdullah 2015
Baheiraei 2011
Blaakman 2015
Borelli 2010
Conway 2004
Curry 2003
Eakin 2014
Fossum 2004
Greenberg 1994
Groner 2000
Harutyunyan 2013
Herbert 2011
Hovell 2009
McIntosh 1994
Meltzer 1993
Peck 2015
Ralston 2008
Ralston 2013
Schuck 2014
Stotts 2013
Streja 2014
Ulbricht 2014
Wang 2015
Wilson 2011
Winickoff 2003a
Winickoff 2003b
Winickoff 2010
Zakarian 2004

No theory
Butz 2011
Carlsson 2013
Chan 2003
Chan 2005
Chan 2006
Chilmonczyk 1992
Collins 2015
Crone 2003
Culp 2007
Ekerbicer 2007
Eriksen 1996
Hovell 1994
Hovell 2000
Hovell 2002
Irvine 1999
Mahabee-Gittens 2009
Nicholson 2015
Ortega 2015
Prokhorov 2013
Stepans 2006
Tyc 2013
Vineis 1993
Wahlgren 1997
Wakefield 2002
Walker 2015
Wall 1995
Wiggins 2005
Wilson 2001
Yilmaz 2006
Yucel 2014
Zhang 1993

Table 12
Participant retention rates
Under 80%
Abdullah 2015
Borelli 2010
Carlsson 2013
Chilmonczyk 1992
Collins 2015
Conway 2004
Eakin 2014
Groner 2000
Harutyunyan 2013
Mahabee-Gittens 2009
McIntosh 1994
Prokhorov 2013
Ralston 2008
Ralston 2013
Stepans 2006
Stotts 2013
Streja 2014
Vineis 1993
Wilson 2001
Winickoff 2010
Chan 2008
Crone 2003
Culp 2007
Fossum 2004
Wall 1995
Winickoff 2003b

Over 80%
Abdullah 2005
Baheiraei 2011
Blaakman 2015
Butz 2011
Chan 2003
Chan 2005
Chan 2006
Curry 2003
Ekerbicer 2007
Eriksen 1996
Greenberg 1994
Herbert 2011
Hovell 1994
Hovell 2000a
Hovell 2002
Hovell 2009
Irvine 1999
Meltzer 1993
Nicholson 2015
Ortega 2015
Peck 2015
Schuck 2014
Tyc 2013
Ulbricht 2014
Wahlgren 1997
Wakefield 2002
Walker 2015
Wang 2015
Wiggins 2005
Wilson 2011
Winickoff 2003a
Yilmaz 2006
Yucel 2014
Zakarian 2004
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Table 13
Longest follow up time points of studies reviewed
Less than 6 months
Baheiraei 2011
Blaakman 2015
Borelli 2010
Chan 2005
Chan 2006
Chilmonczyk 1992
Collins 2015
Eriksen 1996
Fossum 2004
Harutyunyan 2013
Herbert 2011
Mahabee-Gittens 2007
McIntosh 1994
Ralston 2013
Stepans 2006
Winickoff 2003a
Winickoff 2003b
Winickoff 2010
Yucel 2014

6 months
Abdullah 2005
Abdullah 2015
Butz 2011
Ekerbicer 2007
Groner 2000
Ortega 2015
Ralston 2008
Stotts 2013
Wakefield 2002
Walker 2015
Wang 2015
Zhang 1993

12 months
Carlsson 2013
Chan 2003
Conway 2004
Curry 2003
Eakin 2014
Greenberg 1994
Hovell 1994
Hovell 2000a
Hovell 2002
Hovell 2009
Irvine 1999
Nicholson 2015
Peck 2015
Prokhorov 2013
Schuck 2014
Streja 2014
Tyc 2013
Ulbricht 2014
Wiggins 2005
Wilson 2001
Wilson 2011
Zakarian 2004

18 months or more
Crone 2003
Vineis 1993

Table 14
Number of intervention sessions in studies reviewed
1-2
Chan 2005
Eriksen 1996
Harutyunyan 2013
Ralston 2013
Stotts 2013
Ulbricht 2014
Vineis 1993
Winickoff 2010
Yilmaz 2006
Yucel 2014

3-4
Abdullah 2005
Baheiraei 2011
Blaakman 2015
Greenberg 1994
Herbert 2011
Ortega 2015
Ralston 2008
Stepans 2006
Walker 2015
Wilson 2001
Winickoff 2003a
Winickoff 2003b

5+
Abdullah 2015
Eakin 2014
Hovell 2000a
Hovell 2002
Hovell 2009
Nicholson 2015
Schuck 2014
Tyc 2013
Zakarian 2004
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Table 15
Total intervention length in minutes
15 or less
Chan 2006
Groner 2000
Yilmaz 2006
Ralston 2013
Eriksen 1996
Vineis 1993
Winickoff 2010
Walker 2015

20-45
Chan 2005
Ortega 2015
Ralston 2008
Winickoff 2003a
Ulbricht 2014
Harutyunyan 2013
Baheiraei 2011
Winickoff 2003b

60-120
Stotts 2013
Abdullah 2005
Blaakman 2015
Yucel 2014
Abdullah 2015
Eakin 2014

100+
Hovell 2000a
Greenberg 1994
Nicholson 2015
Tyc 2013
Hovell 2009
Herbert 2011
Hovell 2002

Quality measures review
Fifty-five of the 60 studies reviewed (90%) had enough information to calculate a Jadad
score. Fifteen studies (25%) had a score of 2 or less, while 20 (36%) had a score of 3. Fourteen
studies (23%) had the highest possible score of 5.
Table 16
Jadad scores of studies reviewed
1
Crone 2003
Ekerbicer 2007
Nicholson 2015
Peck 2015
Vineis 1993
Wakefield 2002
Winickoff 2003a
Winickoff 2003b

2
Chan 2003
Conway 2004
Eriksen 1996
Fossum 2004
Ortega 2015
Stotts 2013
Wall 1995

3
Baheiraei 2011
Chan 2006
Chilmonczyk 1992
Curry 2003
Eakin 2014
Groner 2000
Harutyunyan 2013
Herbert 2011
Hovell 1994
Mahabee-Gittens 2009
McIntosh 1994
Prokhorov 2013
Ralston 2008
Schuck 2014
Stepans 2006
Ulbricht 2014
Walker 2015
Wiggins 2005
Wilson 2001
Winickoff 2010

4
Chan 2005
Greenberg 1994
Ralston 2013
Wahlgren 1997
Wang 2015
Yilmaz 2006

5
Abdullah 2005
Abdullah 2015
Blaakman 2015
Borelli 2010
Butz 2011
Collins 2015
Hovell 2000a
Hovell 2002
Hovell 2009
Irvine 1999
Streja 2014
Wilson 2011
Yucel 2014
Zakarian 2004
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Meta-analysis
Meta-analyses were grouped based on two different outcomes and two different outcome
types. The first outcome, cessation, was grouped by biochemically verified and self-reported
measures. The second outcome, reduced child exposure, was grouped based on biochemically
measured exposure and self-reported smoking bans. Some analyses may show different results
from the same study, as the study included results that fit into multiple outcome categories.
Analyses were repeated to see if excluding one particularly large study, Zhang 1993, resulted in
significantly different results, which it did not.
Meta-analysis assessing cessation using self-reported measures
Figure 2 outlines the twenty-seven studies included and the results of the meta-analysis of
smoking cessation using self-reported outcomes. Meta-analysis was conducted using the random
effects method based on the Mantel-Haenszel method using odds ratios in RevMan 5 (Higgins &
Green, 2011). Heterogeneity in this analysis was substantial (I² = 93%, p < 0.0001), suggesting
study effects varied more than would be expected due to chance alone. Meta-analysis revealed
results favoured the intervention group (z = 2.70, p = 0.007) suggesting those in the intervention
group were more likely to quit smoking. A funnel plot of the study results was largely
symmetrical, suggesting publication bias was not an issue in this area (Figure 3).
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Figure 2
Meta-analysis of smoking cessation using self-report outcomes

Figure 3
Funnel plot of smoking cessation using self-report outcomes
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Meta-analysis assessing cessation using biochemically verified outcomes
Figure 4 outlines the five studies included and the results of the meta-analysis of smoking
cessation using biochemically verified outcomes. Meta-analysis was conducted using the
random effects method based on the Mantel-Haenszel method using odds ratios in RevMan 5
(Higgins & Green, 2011). In this analysis, cessation was considered the event of interest. When
multiple time points were presented in studies, the longest time point was used for analysis.
Heterogeneity in this analysis was considerable (I² = 76%, p = 0.002), suggesting study effects
varied more than would be expected from chance alone. Meta-analysis revealed results did not
significantly favour the intervention group (z = 0.78, p = 0.44), suggesting those in the
intervention group were not more likely to quit smoking. A funnel plot of the study results was
largely symmetrical, suggesting publication bias was not an issue in this area (Figure 5).
Figure 4
Meta-analysis of smoking cessation using biochemical verification
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Figure 5
Funnel plot of smoking cessation using biochemical verification

Meta-analysis assessing reduced exposure using child cotinine measures
Figure 6 outlines the eleven studies included and the results of the meta-analysis of
reduced exposure using child cotinine measures. Meta-analyses were conducted using the
random effects method based on the Mantel-Haenszel method using the standardized mean
difference in RevMan 5 (Higgins & Green, 2011). The standardized mean difference was used in
this analysis as it partially compensates for different measures such as differing units for cotinine
results or cotinine to creatinine ratio measures. In this analysis, means and standard deviations
were used to determine the difference between intervention and control groups. When
confidence intervals were presented instead of standard deviations, the standard deviation was
calculated (Higgins & Green, 2011). Heterogeneity in this analysis was considerable (I² = 80%,
p < 0.0001), suggesting study effects varied more than would be expected due to chance. Metaanalysis revealed results favoured the intervention group (z = 2.84, p = 0.005), suggesting
intervention groups were more likely to have lower child cotinine at follow-up. A funnel plot of
the study results was mostly symmetrical suggesting publication bias was not an issue in this
area (Figure 7).
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Figure 6
Meta-analysis of reduced exposure using child cotinine

Figure 7
Funnel plot of reduced exposure using child cotinine

Meta-analysis assessing reduced exposure using environmental ban implementation rates
Figure 8 outlines the sixteen studies included and the results of the meta-analysis of
reduced exposure using smoking bans. Meta-analyses were conducted using the random effects
method based on the Mantel-Haenszel method using odds ratios in RevMan 5 (Higgins & Green,
2011). In this analysis, implementation of a home or car ban was the event of interest. The most
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extreme study outcome was favoured for coding. For example, if both home and car bans were
presented together, that outcome would be favoured over vehicle or home bans separately.
Similarly, the longest time frame was selected. For example, if studies presented results for
multiple timeframes, the longest follow up time results were used. Heterogeneity in this analysis
was moderate (I² = 55%, p = 0.005), suggesting study effects varied more than would be
expected due to chance alone. Meta-analysis revealed results favoured the intervention group (z
= 1.98, p = 0.05), suggesting those in the intervention group were more likely to have
implemented environmental bans at follow-up. A funnel plot of the study results was largely
symmetrical, suggesting publication bias was not an issue in this area (Figure 9).
Figure 8
Meta-analysis of reduced exposure using smoking bans
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Figure 9
Funnel plot of reduced exposure using smoking bans

Subgroup analyses
Study characteristic distribution permitted for a number of subgroup analyses. Using the
self-reported cessation outcome, subgroup analyses were conducted based on intervention
context (Figure 10), grouping studies by follow-up time frame (Figure 11), whether the
intervention was considered brief or intensive (Figure 12), and whether the intervention had a
theoretical basis (Figure 13). Subgroup analyses for theoretical basis (Figure 14) and follow up
timeframes (Figure 15) were also possible using the reduced exposure via bans outcome.
Investigating theoretical basis of interventions using the biochemically verified reduced exposure
outcomes (Figure 16) was the only other subgroup analyses possible due to small or uneven
grouping sizes.
Subgroup analysis of intervention context using self-reported cessation results
One subgroup of interest was the intervention setting and whether the parents intervened
with accompanied a well-child or an ill child. Subgroup analysis for this category of interest was
possible using the self-report cessation outcome. Study distribution prevented this analysis being
carried out with the other outcomes of reduced exposure and biochemically verified cessation, as
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too few studies using those outcomes fell into the ill child or well child groups. For this analysis,
studies conducted outside of a healthcare setting were excluded. Although data was coded for
asthmatic and other ill visits, these groups were combined for this analysis. Further, interventions
conducted in a healthcare setting that did not focus on either well child or ill child visits were
included in the category ―both‖, as they included both well and ill children with no way to
determine differences in outcome for these groups. Results of the analysis are outlined in Figure
10. The subgroup analysis was statistically significant for subgroup differences (χ² = 6.37, p =
0.04), suggesting the groups did not come from the same distribution. Heterogeneity was quite
low for the ill (I² = 0%, p = 0.52) and well (I² = 15%, p = 0.32) child groups, but moderate for
the both group (I² = 59%, p = 0.06) and for the total analysis (I² = 51%, p = 0.04). This suggests
that intervention setting is in fact a source of heterogeneity in this area of study. None of these
analyses significantly favoured the intervention group, providing no statistical evidence that
interventions improved chances of cessation. However, the ill child group and both groups were
approaching significance (both p = 0.11) compared to the well group (p = 0.23), and the total
analyses (p. = 0.27).
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Figure 10
Subgroup analyses for ill child or well child visit using the self-reported cessation outcome

Subgroup analysis of follow up timeframes using self-reported cessation outcomes
The subgroup analysis for follow up timeframes using the self-reported cessation
outcome was not statistically significant for subgroup differences (χ² = 0.19, p = .91), meaning
groups based on follow up time likely came from the same distribution. Only the twelve month
group approached significantly favouring the intervention group, (less than 6 months: z = 0.89, p
= 0.37; 6 months: z = 0.96, p = 0.33; 12 months: z = 1.88, p = 0.06), suggesting that
interventions with longer follow-up time frames may be more effective. Heterogeneity was
considerable in all three groups, but was lower for the 6 months or less (I² = 69%, p = 0.006) and
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the 12 month groups (I² = 77%, p < 0.0001) than for the total analysis (I² = 94%, p < 0.0001) and
the 6 months group (I² = 98%, p < 0.0001).
Figure 11
Subgroup analyses for follow up timeframes using the self-reported cessation outcome

Subgroup analysis for intervention length using self-reported cessation outcomes
The subgroup analysis for intervention length using the self-reported cessation outcome
approached statistical significance for subgroup differences (χ² = 3.48, p = 0.06), meaning these
groups likely came from different distributions. Heterogeneity was moderate for the brief group
(I² = 60%, p = 0.01) and considerable for the intensive group (I² = 94%, p < 0.0001) and the total
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analysis (I² = 92%, p < 0.0001). Only the intensive group statistically significantly favoured the
intervention group (brief: z = 1.2, p = 0.23; intensive: z = 2.85, p = 0.004), suggesting that
intensive interventions are effective in encouraging cessation within intervention groups, but
brief interventions may not be. The overall analysis was also significant (z = 2.81, p = 0.005).
Figure 12
Subgroup analyses for intervention length using the self-reported cessation outcome

Subgroup analysis for theoretical basis using self-reported cessation outcome
The subgroup analysis for theoretical basis using the self-reported cessation outcome was
not statistically significant for subgroup differences (χ² = 0.27, p = 0.60), suggesting groups were
not from different distributions. Heterogeneity was fairly high in all groups, but was lower in the
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theory group (I² = 71%, p = 0.0002) than in the no theory group (I² = 96%, p < 0.0001) or the
total analysis (I² = 93%, p < 0.0001). The theory group was approaching statistical significance
(z = 1.74, p = 0.08) while the no theory group was not (z = 1.33, p = 0.18). The overall analysis
did significantly favour the intervention group (z = 2.06, p = 0.04). This suggests that separating
studies by theoretical basis does not resolve heterogeneity in this area.
Figure 13
Subgroup analyses for theoretical basis using the self-reported cessation outcome

Subgroup analysis for theoretical basis using reduced exposure outcomes via
environmental bans
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The subgroup analysis for theoretical basis using the reduced exposure via smoking bans
outcome was not statistically significant for subgroup differences (χ² = 0.23, p = 0.63),
suggesting this groups were not from different distributions. The no theory group did not
statistically significantly favour the intervention group (z = 0.74, p = 0.46), but the theory group
did (z = 2.01, p = 0.04), suggesting in this case interventions based on theory were more likely to
result in the implementation of a home ban in the intervention group. The overall effect test was
also statistically significant (z = 1.98, p = 0.05). Heterogeneity was moderate in both the theory
group (I² = 60%, p = 0.01) and the no theory group (I² = 52%, p = 0.04), as well as the overall
test (I² = 55%, p = 0.004). This suggests that dividing studies based on theoretical basis of the
intervention did not resolve heterogeneity.
Figure 14
Subgroup analyses for theoretical basis using the reduced exposure via bans outcome
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Subgroup analysis for follow up timeframes using reduced exposure outcomes via
environmental bans
The subgroup analysis for follow up time frames using the reduced exposure via smoking
bans outcome was not statistically significant for subgroup differences (χ² = 0.64, p = 0.73),
suggesting they did not come from different distributions. None of the groups statistically
significantly favoured the intervention group on their own (less than 6 months: z = 1.27, p =
0.20; 6 months: z = 1.71, p = 0.09; 12 months: z = 0.76, p = 0.44), but the overall test effect did
(z = 1.98, p = 0.05). The six months group approached statistical significance, and was the only
group without significant heterogeneity (I² = 31%, p = 0.20). The less than 6 months group (I² =
69%, p = 0.02), 12 months group (I² = 62%, p = 0.02), and total analysis (I² = 55%, p = 0.004) all
had significant heterogeneity. This suggests that it is possible there is something related to follow
up timeframes that is a source of heterogeneity in this area.
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Figure 15
Subgroup analyses for follow up timeframes using the reduced exposure via bans outcome

Subgroup analyses for theoretical basis using biochemically verified reduced exposure
The subgroup analysis for theoretical basis using the biochemically verified reduced
exposure measures was not statistically significant for subgroup differences (χ² = 1.96, p = 0.16),
suggesting the groups did not come from different distributions. Heterogeneity was quite high for
the theory group (I² = 90%, p < 0.0001) and remarkably low for the no theory group (I² = 0%, p
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= 0.83). Heterogeneity was also significant for the total analysis (I² = 79%, p < 0.0001). The no
theory group was did not significantly favour the intervention group (z = 1.45. p = 0.15), while
the theory group did statistically significantly favour the intervention group (z = 2.08, p = 0.04).
The overall test also statistically significantly favoured the intervention group (z = 2.50, p =
0.01), suggesting that both the overall and no theory groups in this case were more likely to have
lower child cotinine in the intervention group.
Figure 16
Subgroup analyses for theoretical basis using the biochemically verified reduced exposure
outcome
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to duplicate and expand on previous reviews and metaanalyses in the area of interventions with parents who smoke. Previous studies of this area were
often more specifically focused in their goals. Reviews that were narrative in nature often
devoted more detailed attention to implementation and quality measures, but did not offer a
statistical summary of intervention results. Those that conducted meta-analysis were often
required to focus very specifically on outcomes and not spend as much time on outlining
implementation measures. This study sought to explore and expand on both these areas.
Implementation measures and quality assessment review
The narrative synthesis of implementation and quality measures found a number of areas
for improvement. Only about half of the studies surveyed for the narrative synthesis provided
enough information about their intervention to determine an approximate total time of the
intervention. This makes categorization for intervention intensity based on time quite difficult,
but in some cases intervention components were informed by participant interest. Such
interventions are difficult to categorize in terms of intensity and components. Less than a third of
studies (28%) provided reasons for participant attrition. However, most of these studies (70%)
provided enough detail that the reason and time frame of participant attrition was clear. It seems
the use of participant flow charts is encouraged and it is possible this practice will increase in the
coming years, reducing this potentially unspecified source of study bias. Most studies mentioned
their delivery personnel (90%) however few outlined the content or quantity of training provided
to their delivery personnel (32%). This is another area that could be improved upon that would
give a better overall picture of intervention intensity and possible variability between studies.
Downer and Yazejian (2013) noted that study reporting often includes quantitative
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implementation measures, but that the reporting of qualitative implementation measures is less
frequent. However, it seems both of these areas could be improved upon, and qualitative
measures like delivery personnel training are actually reported at similar rates to some
quantitative measures such as accounts of participant attrition.
Meta-analyses
Another interesting result of these analyses was that the only meta-analysis conducted
that did not significantly favour the intervention group was the one that used biochemically
verified quit rates. The other three meta-analyses conducted all demonstrated significant
improvements in the intervention groups at follow-up in their respective outcomes of selfreported cessation, decreased exposure demonstrated by child cotinine, and decreased exposure
demonstrated through environmental ban implementation. This may be due to a smaller sample
size, as many subgroup analyses with smaller group sizes did not reach significance either, but it
also mirrors what a number of studies in the area have found. In past studies, self-report values
displayed significant quit rates, but when biochemical verification is introduced this effect
disappears. This is an interesting problem that warrants further attention. Not only was the group
of studies with biochemically verified outcome smaller, but typically those studies had smaller
group sizes overall. The total pooled participant number for biochemically verified quit rates was
811 in the intervention group and 837 in the control group. The self-reported cessation analysis
had 11232 in the intervention group and 10588 in the control group in comparison. The child
cotinine analysis was much closer, with 1034 in the intervention group and 1028 in the control
group, and the environmental bans analysis was a little larger at 1932 in the intervention group
and 1972 in the control group. While smaller sample sizes may contribute to the lack of
statistical significance when using biochemically verified quit measures, it seems possible that
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there is another explanation considering some of these other analyses achieved significance with
a few hundred more participants in their groups.
Subgroup analyses
More studies reported self-report outcomes than other types of outcomes, so more
subgroup analyses were possible using this group of studies. Unfortunately, too few studies
reported biochemically verified quit rates to explore this group through subgroup analyses.
Interestingly, the subgroup analysis conducted that grouped studies by ill child visit or well child
visit seems to support the literature in that intervention context matters. Rigotti et al., (2008)
reported that interventions with adults who were approached during a sick visit resulted in
participants being more likely to quit. It seems this may be the case in intervening with parents as
well, as subgroup analyses revealed that interventions with sick children’s parents or parents in a
health care setting that included both well and sick children trended toward significantly
favouring the intervention group, but those that focused on well child visits did not. Further,
heterogeneity was nonsignificant for the ill child (p = 0.52) and well child groups (p = 0.32), but
significant for the general healthcare group and total analysis (p = 0.04). This suggests that these
intervention contexts are in fact different in some important way, and that this area is an
important consideration in reducing heterogeneity between studies in future analyses. Because
the test for differences between subgroups was significant, this seems to suggest that well child
interventions may be skewing ill child interventions away from statistical significance when they
are combined. Another important finding that replicates previous findings and assumptions was
that the subgroup analyses that divided interventions into brief or intense categories approached
significance for subgroup differences, and only the intensive grouping significantly favoured the
intervention group.
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Another interesting point of investigation was that biochemical verification, as a point
prevalence measure, should be a highly heterogeneous group. However, there was no evidence in
these analyses that this group was any more heterogeneous than the self-report outcome grouped
studies. Another interesting finding was that aside from the ill child well child division,
separating studies into subgroups did not drastically reduce heterogeneity within the selfreported cessation group. It seems likely that these studies are heterogeneous because of
differences in context buy may also be heterogeneous for some other reason. One potential
avenue of heterogeneity is intervention intensity and follow up time intervals. There were two
subgroup analyses conducted investigating follow-up times. Neither of these analyses was
statistically significant for subgroup differences. Interestingly, heterogeneity was lowest for the 6
month follow-up group in the environmental bans analysis. Further, the only subgroup that
significantly favoured the intervention group out of both analyses was the 12 month group in the
self-report cessation analysis. It is difficult to separate intervention intensity from follow up time
frames, as substantially more intense interventions are also likely have longer follow up periods,
due to not only time invested as part of the intervention but also discrepancies in funding levels
between studies. Further investigation into how to separate these variables may results in a more
illuminating picture of heterogeneity and study effectiveness.
Study Limitations
There were many challenges in categorizing studies for analyses. In some cases,
intervention design would not have allowed for an accurate estimation of time spent with
participants, as some interventions were informed by participant receptiveness, so that
interventions would be more or less involved depending on participant interest. Some other
challenges include studies publishing protocols elsewhere, publishing protocol much in advance
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of results, or duplicate publication of results. A number of studies which were appropriate for
narrative review were not appropriate for meta-analysis. This was often because of a lack of
control group or because of varying definitions of reduced exposure, such as number of
cigarettes exposed, amount of time exposed, or number of cigarettes smoked by a caregiver.
Occasionally, it was due to inadequate results reporting, such as reporting means without
standard deviations, reporting difference scores, or reporting interquartile ranges instead of
standard deviations or confidence intervals. The study also could have been improved by using
duplicate data extraction to improve accuracy in data extraction. Heterogeneity was higher in the
intensive intervention grouping than in the brief intervention grouping, suggesting that exploring
coding these differently in the future may be warranted, as it is possible that grouping studies
that lasted just over fifteen minutes with those that lasted several hours contributed to the
heterogeneity in the intensive grouping.
Conclusions
Better reporting of participant flow and attrition details, more detailed reporting on
delivery personnel training and qualifications, and more focused results reporting will facilitate
future studies in narrowing down the conditions which enable effective intervention with parents
who smoke. Future studies should consider intervention context as a potential source of
heterogeneity, as this study revealed it is a likely source. Further investigation into what the
differences between self-reported and biochemically validated quit rates are may shed light on
the interesting finding that is further confirmed by this study that self-reported quit rates more
frequently achieve statistical significance than biochemically validated quit rates. Further
investigation of the source of heterogeneity related to follow-up times and their possible relation
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to study intervention intensity may reveal further ways to reduce heterogeneity in future
analyses.
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Appendix
Study descriptions
Studies included in meta-analysis
Abdullah 2005
- China, RCT
- 952 parents who were current or recent quitters who smoked last 6 months (84% fathers);
87.9% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up periods were 1, 3, and 6 months.
- Community nurses delivered 20-30 minutes of telephone counseling and stage-based selfhelp materials. Control group received the same materials, but no counseling. Counseling
was based on the stages of change theory (Prochaska's Transtheoretical Model), and 5R
approach.
- No NRT was provided.
- Cessation was the primary outcome, measured by self-reported 7 day and 24hr
prevalence quit rate. Other outcomes were self reported continuous abstinence rate, CO &
cotinine, reported total or partial smoking ban at home
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Abdullah 2015
- China, RCT
- 318 parents or caregivers who smoked who had a child aged 5 years or younger at home,
and were current smokers within the last month; 56.6% retention at final follow up.
Follow up periods were 2 and 6 months.
- Chinese community health centres used for recruitment; community nurses delivered an
intervention based on smoking hygiene and motivation theory by Rogers
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by self reported environmental bans
and number of cigarettes per week smoked in the home
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Baheiraei 2011
- Iran, RCT
- 130 children under 1 year of age, from a low income family unit which includes a
smoker; 93% retention at final follow-up. Follow up period was 3 months.
- Health care centres and phone was for recruitment and delivery; researchers delivered 3
counseling sessions, motivational interviewing, pamphlets and smoke free home stickers,
with the aim of increasing self-efficacy, and resolving barriers and ambivalence; usual
care control group.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by implementation of home and car
smoking bans, child cotinine, and reported cigarette consumption in the presence of the
child.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Blaakman 2015
- USA, RCT
- 165 caregivers and their infants equal to or under 32 weeks gestational age enrolled after
discharge from a NICU unit in Rochester, New York (included nonsmoking parents);
87.2% retention rate at final follow-up. Final follow up was 5 months after NICU
discharge.
- Hospital nurses delivered motivational interviewing intervention.
- No NRT was provided.
- Improving respiratory outcomes was the primary outcome. Other outcomes were home
smoking bans, reduced infant contact with smokers, salivary cotinine.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Butz 2011
- USA, RCT
- 126 inner city (Baltimore) families with a child aged 6-12 with asthma residing with a
smoker who smoked more than 5 cigarettes a day and resided in the home at least 4 days
a week; 91% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up period was 6 months.
- Hospital based recruitment and delivery as well as home delivery.
- Community nurses delivered 4 30-45 minute behavioural interventions focused on
asthma education as well as providing air cleaners.
- No NRT provided.
- Reduced ETS was the primary outcome, measured by child urinary cotinine, asthma
symptom free days, acute asthma health care events, air quality changes, caregiver
smoking frequency and location.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Chan 2005
- China, RCT
- 80 parents of sick children whose family unit included a smoker who had smoked in the
past week, presenting to a clinic or admitted to children’s hospital or pediatric ward in
Hong Kong; 96% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up period was 1 month.
- Hospital nurses delivered an individualized, stage-matched motivational interview for
30min; the control group received healthy diet counseling for sick children.
- No NRT was provided.
- Cessation was the primary outcome measured by parental report of past 30 day cigarette
consumption.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Collins 2015
- USA, RCT
- 300 randomized maternal smokers with a child under 4 years old exposed to 2 or more
maternal cigarettes a day home, in North and West Philadelphia low income
neighborhoods; 72.8% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up period was listed as end of
treatment, approximately 16 weeks.
- Researchers delivered "evidence based strategies" including problem solving and goal
monitoring.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by child cotinine, reported tobacco
smoke exposure vie maternal cigarettes per day, 7 day point prevalence, self reported
cigarettes smoked per day and bioverified quit status.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Eakin 2014
- USA, RCT
- 350 children aged 6 months to 6 years enrolled in Baltimore City Head Start whose
caregivers reported a smoker living in the home; 75.5% retention at final follow-up.
Follow-up periods were 3, 6, and 12 months.
- Researchers delivered a motivational interviewing and education intervention to the
intervention group or an education alone intervention to the control group.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by household air nicotine levels
measured by passive dosimeters, child salivary cotinine, reported home smoking ban,
self-reported smoking status
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Ekerbicer 2007
- Turkey, RCT
- 347 parents of children exposed to ETS aged 9-11 attending a private primary school;
100% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up period was 9 months.
- Parents were interviewed by a smoking addiction professional; control group parents
were given child’s cotinine feedback.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by child cotinine.
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 0
Eriksen 1996
- Norway, RCT Family unit includes a smoker
- 363 healthy children at 6 weeks, 2 or 4 years of age; (88% female) whose family unit
included a smoker who had smoked in the past week; 81.9% retention at final follow-up.
Follow-up period was 1 month.
- Researchers delivered a 5 minute contact at well-baby visits, 3 brochures on ETS health
effects, what parents can do to reduce, cessation course referrals, and a self-help manual
for cessation.
- No NRT provided.
- Cessation and reducing ETS were both primary outcomes, measured by self-reported
cigarettes per day, home smoking rules including when and where people smoke, airing
rooms & other strategies.
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Groner 2000
- USA, RCT
- 479 mothers who smoked and were accompanying a child under 12 to the hospital; 48%
retention at final follow-up. Follow-up period was 6 months.
- Community nurses delivered 2 10-15min sessions at 2 weeks and 4 months, based on the
Health Belief Model and behaviour modification, including stimulus control, goals,
rewards
- No NRT was provided.
- Cessation was the primary outcome, measured by cigarettes per day, quit rate, location of
smoking, and ETS knowledge.
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Hovell 1994
- USA, RCT
- 79 asthmatic children aged 6-17 years whose family unit includes a smoker; 86.8%
retention at final follow-up. Follow up periods were 9 and 12 months.
- Researchers delivered 6 30min counseling sessions using behaviour modification (selfmonitoring, shaping, stimulus control, contingency); monitoring control group monitored
only, usual treatment control group completed final assessments only.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by number of cigarettes per day
exposed, air filter monitor readings and child report.
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Hovell 2002
- USA, RCT
- 204 Latino families with asthmatic children 3-17 years old who lived with at least 1
smoker or were exposed to 6 cigarettes in the last week; 94.6% retention at final followup. Follow up periods were 4, 7, 10, and 13 months.
- Researchers delivered 7 30-45min asthma management education sessions at
participants’ homes, including ETS reduction advice
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS and cessation were primary outcomes, measured by parent report of ETS
exposure, child cotinine, air nicotine levels, parental cotinine.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Hovell 2009
- USA, CT
- 150 mothers of children aged 4 or under who were exposed to 10 or more cigarettes per
week; 87% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up times were 6, 12, and 18 months
- Researchers delivered10 in person at home and 4 telephone counseling session over 6
months biweekly, including pre-and post-quit telephone sessions, behavioural
contracting, self-monitoring and problem solving. A usual care control group was used.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS and cessation were primary outcomes measured by air nicotine, child
cotinine, reported quit rate and attempts, reported SHSe, mothers’ smoking and indoor
smoking.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Irvine 1999
- UK, RCT
- 501 parents of asthmatic children aged 2-12 whose family unit includes a smoker; 86.8%
retention rate at final follow-up. Follow up period was 12 months.
- Community nurses delivered 2 "brief" sessions and 3 self-help pamphlets as well as a
referral for cessation assistance. Control participants received leaflets on smoking with no
ETS info or quit advice
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS and cessation were primary outcomes, measured by reported ETS
exposure, smoking habits, and cotinine.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Mahabee-Gittens 2009
- USA, RCT
- 359 parents who smoked within the last week who attended an emergency department
with their child as a patient at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital; 52% retention at final
follow-up. Follow-up periods were 6 weeks and 3 months.
- Researchers delivered a brief intervention based on the first two A’s of the Five A’s
approach.
- No NRT was provided.
- Cessation was the primary outcome, measured by self-reported point prevalence, quit
attempts, and readiness to quit.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Nicholson 2015
- USA, RCT
- 120 families with at least 1 smoker who reported SHSe for their children who attended a
large pediatric oncology hospital; 88% retention at final follow-up. Follow up periods
were 6, 9, and 12 months.
- Researchers delivered 3 1 hour long counseling sessions and 3 25 minute long counseling
sessions.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome measured by implementation of home bans,
household and car smoking behaviour, health care utilization.
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 0
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Ortega 2015
- Spain, Randomized field trial
- 1123 parents of infants under 18 months of age in a primary care setting in Catalonia who
were smokers; 82.9% retention at final follow-up. Follow up period was 6 months.
- General practitioners delivered a brief intervention based on cognitive theory and
motivational interviewing using the 5 A's approach.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by ETS exposure questionnaire and
hair nicotine of infants
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Prokhorov 2013
- USA, RT
- 91 Mexican-American households with a child under 18 and at least one smoker; 78%
retention at final follow-up. Follow-up periods were 6 and 12 months.
- Community researchers delivered a culturally specific comic for children and fotonovella
for parents
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by informant and self-reported
exposure, air nicotine monitor readings, and smoke/ETS harm attitudes
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Ralston 2008
- USA, RCT
- 42 caregivers of children hospitalized for respiratory illness at the University of New
Mexico Hospital who were smokers; 67.4% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up
periods were 3 and 6 months.
- General practitioners delivered a brief message and quit line referral to the control group
or an extensive message and quit line referral to the intervention group.
- NRT was provided to those who asked for it.
- Cessation was the primary outcome, measured by self-reported quit date set, quit
attempts, abstinence.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Ralston 2013
- USA, RCT
- 41 tobacco smoking caregivers with a hospitalized child; 68% retention at final followup. Follow-up period was 2 months.
- Researchers delivered a brief recommendation of cessation, state quitline referral, and
cessation brochure from the American Cancer Society while using the stages of change
theory to tailor approach. Both groups received age-appropriate injury prevention
brochures.
- No NRT was provided.
- Cessation was the primary outcome, measured by self-reported quit status , cigarettes
smoked per day, perceived importance of quitting, and quitline contact.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Schuck 2014
- Netherlands, RCT
- 512 parents who smoked were recruited through their children's primary school; 85.5%
retention at final follow-up. Follow up period was 12 months.
- Researchers delivered behaviour change techniques and self-help brochures.
- Provided NRT.
- Cessation and home ban implementation were primary outcomes measured by selfreported 7 day point prevalence, use of NRT, implementation of home smoking ban.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Stepans 2006
- USA, RT
- 27 breastfeeding infant-mother dyads recruited out of postpartum units in New Mexico
and Ohio hospitals; 77% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up periods were when the
infant was 2, 3, and 5 weeks old.
- Researchers delivered a smoking hygiene intervention.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome measured by improved smoking hygiene,
smoking habits questionnaire, smoking hygiene questionnaire, cotinine in breast milk and
infant urine
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Streja 2014
- USA, RCT
- 242 adult/child dyads that included a child 2-14years old with asthma from low income
minority households in Los Angeles, California and in which there had been smoking at
home in the past month; 73.8% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up points were 6 and
12 months.
- Researchers delivered intervention developed according to Health Behaviour Framework
and procedures were conducted by trained bicultural/bilingual Spanish/English staff
members.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome measured by child cotinine and household
nicotine levels
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Tyc 2013
- USA, RCT
- 135 parents of children receiving cancer treatment that lived with at least one adult
smoker and were exposed to SHS in home or car; 93% retention at final follow-up.
Follow up periods were 3, 6, 9, and 12 months.
- Researchers delivered 3 individual, in person, bi-weekly counseling sessions and 3
telephone sessions that included health risk education and stress management strategies
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome measured by parent reported SHS exposure and
smoking behaviours and child urinary cotinine.
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 0
Ulbricht 2014
- Germany, RCT
- 917 households with a child aged 4 or younger with at least one parent who was a daily
smoker who lived with them; 93% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up period was 12
months.
- Researchers used motivational interviewing principles for the intervention.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome measured by child cotinine.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Vineis 1993
- Italy, CT
- 1015 families who attended well-baby visits and whose family unit included a smoker;
73.6% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up periods were 2 and 4 years.
- Community nurses delivered brief counseling at visits as well as ETS reduction booklets.
- No NRT was provided.
- Cessation was the primary outcome measured by self-reported quit rate.
- Jadad randomization score: 0
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Wahlgren 1997
- USA, RCT
- 91 asthmatic children attending pediatric allergy medical clinics; 79.7% retention at final
follow-up. Follow-up period was 2 years.
- Researchers delivered 6 30min counseling sessions using behaviour modification
techniques such as self-monitoring, shaping, stimulus control, contingency.
- No NRT was provided
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome measured by cotinine, reported cigarettes
exposed, and air monitor results.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Wakefield 2002
- Australia, CT
- 292 Low-income asthmatic children aged 1-11 whose family unit included a smoker;
90.4% retention at final follow-up.
- Researchers delivered a letter with cotinine feedback, asthma and ETS reduction
booklets, phone calls, and encouraged home smoking bans.
- No NRT provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome measured by indoor smoking bans, mean
cigarette consumption, and cotinine.
- Jadad randomization score: 0
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Walker 2015
- Australia, RCT
- 293 mother/infant dyads in which the mother either currently smoked or smoked during
pregnancy, the infant was 0-5 weeks, and the mother was self-identified as Maori or
Australian Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander; 98.6% retention rate at final follow-up.
Follow up period was when the child was 4 and 12 months of age.
- Community nurses delivered motivational interviewing intervention.
- NRT was provided.
- Primary outcome of interest was to reduce respiratory complaints which was measured by
reports of healthcare usage for respiratory complaints, reports of SHS exposure,
environmental smoking bans, mothers current status as a smoker (7 day point prevalence)
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Wall 1995
- USA, CT
- 2901 children aged 2 weeks, 2, 4, and 6mos who attended a pediatric office in Oregon
with their mother who smoked within a month of pregnancy and the family unit currently
included a smoker; 80.5% retention rate at final follow-up;
- General practitioners delivered 2min advice at 2week, 2, 4, and 6 month well-baby visits
as well as written advice
- No NRT was provided.
- Cessation was the primary outcome, measured by self-reported quit and relapse rates,
stage of change, knowledge of ETS, and home smoking rules.
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Wang 2015
- China, RCT
- 65 children aged 5-6 and their caregivers who were smokers were recruited through
child's preschool in Changsha, China; 100% retention rate at final follow-up. Follow-up
period was 6 months.
- Researchers used motivational interviewing and protective motivation theory, transtheoretical model of behavior change, and provided materials that were stage matched.
- No NRT was provided.
- Cessation and reducing ETS were primary outcomes, measured by self-reported 7-day
and 24-hr point prevalence
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Wiggins 2005
- UK, RCT
- 731 mothers who lived in deprived London districts; 82.3% retention rate at final followup. Follow-up periods were 12 and 18 months.
- Health Visitors conducted monthly supportive listening visits to mother’s home,
beginning at baby’s age 10 weeks.
- No NRT was provided.
- ETS reduction and cessation were outcomes included in the study, but so were childhood
injury, maternal depression, maternal smoking, uptake and cost of health services,
household resources, maternal and child health, mother reported experiences
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Wilson 2001
- USA, RCT
- 87 low socio-economic status, minority asthmatic children aged 3-12 years who accessed
pediatric pulmonary services; 69% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up periods were 6
and 12 months.
- No NRT was provided
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by asthma related medical visits,
asthma hospitalization, cotinine, and reported indoor smoking
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Wilson 2011
- USA, RCT
- Caregivers of 519 children aged 3-12yrs with asthma and smoke exposure who attended a
Kaiser Permanente Northern California facility; 95% retention at final follow-up. Follow
up periods were 6 and 12 months.
- Researchers delivered 1 asthma education session to both intervention and control
groups, as well as weekly cotinine feedback and stage of change based counseling in 3
weekly in person sessions over 6 weeks to the intervention group.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS and health care usage were primary outcomes measured by
cotinine/creatinine ratio, use of health care services, home smoking, smoking status of
people in the home.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Winickoff 2010
- USA, RCT
- 101 current smokers and recent quitters who just had a baby at a hospital birth centre in
Massachusetts; 72% retention at final follow-up. Follow up time period was 3 months
after hospital discharge.
- Researchers utilized 5A's strategy, based on social learning theory, transtheoretical stages
of change, and the health belief model based intervention.
- No NRT as provided.
- Cessation was the primary outcome, measured by self-reported and biochemically
verified 7 day point prevalence.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Yilmaz 2006
- Turkey, RCT
- 375 mothers who were current smokers with children attending a well-child clinic; 98.6%
retention at final follow-up. Follow-up period was 6 months.
- Hospital nurse delivered a cessation intervention aimed at child health or a cessation
intervention aimed at mothers health or a no advice control condition.
- No NRT was provided.
- ETS reduction and cessation were primary goals, measured by self-reported maternal
smoking status, smoking location change, post-intervention knowledge change
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 0
Yucel 2014
- Turkey, RCT
- 80 mothers of children aged 1-5 who lived in the Cengizhan district of Izmir in Turkey,
who smoked and/or their spouse smoked.; 97.5% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up
time points was 6 weeks.
- Researchers provided materials on harms of SHS and tips for quitting and reducing
exposure to mothers and asked them to share them with their partners who smoked.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured bychange in cotinine, implementation
of home bans, number of cigarettes smoked by caregiver, and number of cigarettes smoke
in the home.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Zakarian 2004
- USA, RCT
- 150 mothers who smoked with children aged 4 or under; 85.3% retention at final followup. Follow up times were 3, 6, and 12 months.
- Researchers delivered 7 behavioural counselling sessions: 3 in person and 4 over the
telephone, over 6 months which included reshaping and self-monitoring based on social
learning theory and the behavioural ecological model. A Quit Kit provided if requested.
- No NRT was provided.
- ETS exposure reduction and cessation were primary outcomes, measured by mother
report of smoking status and child ETS exposure, child cotinine, and air nicotine monitor
reading.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Zhang 1993
- China, CT
- 20382 children in 44 Chinese primary schools; 100% retention at final follow-up. Follow
up time was 8 months.
- Tobacco prevention curriculum was delivered to students which included child written
letters to their smoking fathers and stage based cessation materials
- No NRT was provided.
- Cessation was the primary outcome, measured by self-reported smoking cessation by
fathers at interview with health educator and their children’s diary entries.
- Jadad randomization score: 0
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 0
Studies included in the narrative review only
Borelli 2010
- USA, RCT
- 133 Latino caregivers who smoked and had a child with asthma; 65.7% retention at final
follow-up. Follow-up time point was 3 months.
- Researchers delivered one of two interventions; either the BAM modeled on clinical
guidelines, including increasing self-efficacy, problem solving and coping skills; or the
PAM which gave feedback on CO levels and SHSe, using motivational interviewing
techniques.
- NRT was available for free to those interested.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by passive nicotine monitor reading,
asthma morbidity and functioning g level, caregiver self-reported cessation and expired
CO
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Carlsson 2013
- Sweden, Process evaluation
- 72 families with small children (5 or under) with at least one smoking parent who
attended a community health care centre; 58% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up
period was 12 months.
- Hospital nurses delivered a motivational interviewing based intervention.
- No NRT was provided.
- Cessation and reducing ETS were main outcomes measured by home bans, self-reported
quit rate, ban implementation, and child cotinine.
- Jadad randomization score: 0
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 0
Chan 2003
- China, RCT
- 1273 nonsmoking mothers who attended hospital with a sick child and had a smoking
partner who they and the child reside with; 85.5% retention rate at final follow-up.
Follow up period was 12 months.
- Hospital nurses delivered standardized health advice, 2 purpose designed booklets and a
sticker, a telephone reminder
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS and cessation were primary outcomes, measured by reported time the
child is exposed, the reported number of smokers in the home, and negative health
symptoms.experienced by the child.
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Chan 2006
- China, RCT
- 1483 mothers of children admitted to the outpatient department from participating
hospital peadatric ward/ outpatient clinics in Hong Kong in 1997 & 1998; 86% retention
at final follow-up. Follow up points were 3, 6, and 12 months.
- Hospital nurses delivered intervention on preventing exposure with advice and materials,
provided home no smoking signs
- No NRT was provided
- ETS reduction was the primary outcome, measured by mother self-reported actions taken
to reduce the child’s passive smoke exposure
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Chilmonczyk 1992
- USA, RCT
- 103 mothers who were current smokers and attended a well-baby visit; 52.6% retention at
final follow-up. Follow-up time was at 2 months.
- General practitioners delivered intervention recommending ETS reduction and tips to
achieve it, a follow up telephone call, and a letter with cotinine feedback.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by infant cotinine, controlled for
breastfeeding and mother report
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Conway 2004
- USA, RCT
- 143 Latino parents of children aged 1-9 who reported smoking at least 6 cigarettes a
week; 81% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up time points were 3 and 12 months.
- Community nurses delivered 6 home and telephone sessions which focused on problem
solving to lower child’s ETS exposure as well as contracting, shaping, positive
reinforcement, & social support, based on operant and social learning theory
- No NRT was provided
- Reducing ETS was the main outcome, measured by cotinine and parental report of past
month exposure from all sources
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Crone 2003
- Netherlands, Pre-post
- 40 parents with a baby aged 1 to 10 months who visited the well-baby clinic and had
reported ETS exposure.
- Hospital nurses delivered an educational program implemented at same time as a
nationwide program using radio, television, and other promotional materials
- No NRT was provided
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by parent reported smoking in the
presence of their infant.
- Jadad randomization score: 0
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Culp 2007
- USA, Quasi-experimental
- 263 pregnant, first time mothers in rural US counties who reported smoking within 2
years of their prenatal interview; 74% retention at final follow-up. Follow up points were
when the child was 6 and 12 months old.
- Researchers conducted home visits with 3 goals: maternal and child health and safety,
and family functioning, including smoking education.
- No NRT was provided.
- Outcomes included a range of things covering maternal and child health and safety,
including mother’s smoking measured by self reported number of cigarettes per day and
family healthcare usage.
- Jadad randomization score: 0
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 0
Curry 2003
- Portugal, RCT
- 303 self-identified women smokers whose children received care at participating clinics;
80% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up time was 12 months.
- Community nurses delivered motivational messages, a quit smoking guide, a 10 minute
interview and 3 outreach phone calls over 3 months.
- No NRT was provided.
- Cessation was the primary outcome, measured by maternal CO and self-reported 7-day
abstinence
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Fossum 2004
- Sweden, CT
- 41 mothers of newborn infants attending child health centres in Sweden for a well-baby
visit; 85% retention at final follow-up. Follow up time point was 3 months.
- Community nurses provided ―smoke free children counseling‖ based on motivation, selfhelp and self-efficacy, behavioral counseling, and social learning theory.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS, and cessation were primary outcomes, measured by maternal cotinine and
self-reported smoking habits
- Jadad randomization score: 0
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Greenberg 1994
- USA, RCT
- 583 infants recruited at 18days old, new mothers who were a smoker or a non-smoker
(141 who smoked); 96% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up periods were 7 and 12
months.
- Researchers delivered 4 45min home counseling sessions over first 6 months based on
social learning theory
- No NRT was provided
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by number of cigarettes smoked in
same room as child, child’s lower respiratory symptoms, and child cotinine (controlled
for breastfeeding)
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Harutyunyan 2013
- Armenia, RCT
- 250 households with children aged 2 – 6 years whose mother was a nonsmoker but they
both resided with a daily smoker; 56% retention rate at final follow-up. Follow-up
periods were 1 and 2 months.
- Researchers delivered motivational interviewing intervention
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by hair nicotine, knowledge about
smoking and SHS hazards, household smoking practices
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 1
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Herbert 2011
- Canada, RCT
- 60 families recruited from nursing offices, daycares, and family resource centres in PEI
who were largely low-income and included a current smoker; 100% retention at final
follow-up. Follow-up time point was 6 months.
- Researchers delivered 3 weekly empowerment based group sessions followed by 3
weekly follow-up telephone calls over 6 consecutive weeks. Parents shared experiences,
developed action plans, identified resources & barriers.
- No NRT was provided
- Reducing ETS, home and car smoking, and cessation were outcomes of interest measured
by parent report of average number of cigarettes smoked in house daily, number of
smokers in the home, number of quit attempts, Fagerstrom test of nicotine dependence
scores.
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Hovell 2000
- USA, RCT
- 108 low socio-economic status mothers of children under 4 who currently smoked ; 87%
retention at final follow-up. Follow-up periods were 3, 6, and 12 months.
- Researchers delivered 7 sessions over 3 months that utilized operant theory such as
shaping, goals, contracts, rewards, stimulus control either in person or over the phone.
- No NRT was provided.
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by cotinine
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 2
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
McIntosh 1994
- USA, RCT
- 92 families of asthmatic children from 6 months -17 years old; 80% retention at final
follow-up. Follow-up periods were 4 and 6 months
- Pediatricians delivered either minimal contact advice and pamphlet or individualized
cotinine feedback, self-help manual based on behaviour modification theory and
cognitive theory (stimulus control, goal setting, self-monitoring, self-efficacy, relaxation)
- No NRT was provided
- Reducing ETS and cessation were primary goals, measured by reported indoor smoking,
self-report smoking location, quit attempts, and child biological measures
- Jadad randomization score: 2
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Meltzer 1993
- USA, Quasi-experimental
- 5 families with asthmatic children and a smoker in San Diego; 71.4% retention at final
follow-up. Follow up period was 1 month.
- Researchers delivered 5 30min counseling sessions over 4 weeks using behaviour
modification, shaping, ETS info
- No NRT was provided
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by daily proportion of cigarettes
exposed
- Jadad randomization score: 0
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 0
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Peck 2015
- USA, RCT
- 71 parents or guardians of children with cancer who reported SHSe exposure for their
child; 90% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up periods were 3, 6, 9, and 12 months.
- Researchers delivered an intervention developed based on the health belief model and
social learning theory where counselors provided feedback, encouragement, and
facilitated problem solving towards goals.
- No NRT was provided
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by reported number of cigarettes
exposed.
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 0
Stotts 2013
- USA, RCT
- 144 Caregivers of NICU infants who smoke or live with at least one smoker; 69.4%
retention at final follow-up. Follow-up periods were 1, 3, and 6 months.
- Researchers delivered motivational interviewing and personalized written feedback;
- No NRT was provided
- Reducing ETS was the primary outcome, measured by nicotine wipes, passive sampling
diffusion filters, saliva cotinine, home and car smoking rules, healthcare utilization,
household smoking, and nicotine dependence scores
- Jadad randomization score: 1
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
Winickoff 2003a
- USA, Observational
- 100 parents who attended Boston Children’s Hospital outpatient clinic with their child
who had an illness exacerbated by smoking; 81% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up
period was 2 months.
- Researchers delivered 3 brief counselling sessions(15min), written info, proactive quit
line referral, fax referral to primary care provider; used stage based materials and
motivational interviewing
- NRT was provided.
- Cessation and reducing ETS were primary outcomes, measured by self-reported quit
attempts, cessation, NRT use, quit line use, household smoking
- Jadad randomization score: 0
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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Winickoff 2003b
- USA, Observational
- 71 parents who attended Boston Children’s Hospital outpatient clinic with their child who
had an illness exacerbated by smoking; 88.7% retention at final follow-up. Follow-up
period was 2 months.
- Researchers delivered counseling sessions using stage based approach and motivational
interviewing, written info, proactive quit line referral, and fax referral to primary care
provider
- NRT was provided.
- Cessation and reducing ETS were primary outcomes, measured by completion of
counseling sessions, self-reported 24hr abstinence, readiness to change, attitudes, home
and car smoking rules
- Jadad randomization score: 0
- Jadad blinding score: 0
- Jadad account of participants score: 1
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952 parents who were
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quitters who smoked
last 6 months (84%
fathers)
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318 parents or
caregivers who
smoked who had a
child aged 5 years or
younger at home, and
were current smokers
within the last month;
56.6% retention at
final follow up.

Intervention
Community nurses
delivered 20-30 minutes
of telephone counseling
and stage-based self-help
materials. Control group
received the same
materials, but no
counseling. Counseling
was based on the stages
of change theory
(Prochaska's
Transtheoretical Model),
and 5R approach.
Chinese community
health centres used for
recruitment; community
nurses delivered an
intervention based on
smoking hygiene and
motivation theory by
Rogers
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No
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Cessation was the
primary outcome,
measured by selfreported 7 day and
24hr prevalence quit
rate. Other outcomes
were self-reported
continuous
abstinence rate, CO
& cotinine, reported
total or partial
smoking ban at
home
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environmental bans
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Intervention
Health care centres and
phone was for
recruitment and delivery;
researchers delivered 3
counseling sessions,
motivational
interviewing, pamphlets
and smoke free home
stickers, with the aim of
increasing self-efficacy,
and resolving barriers
and ambivalence; usual
care control group

RCT

130 children under 1
year of age, from a
low income family
unit which includes a
smoker; 93%
retention at final
follow-up. Follow up
period was 3 months

RCT

165 caregivers and
their infants equal to
or under 32 weeks
gestational age
enrolled after
discharge from a
NICU unit in
Rochester, New York
(included
nonsmoking parents);

Hospital nurses delivered
motivational
interviewing
intervention.

133 Latino caregivers
who smoked and had
a child with asthma

Researchers delivered
one of two interventions;
either the BAM modeled
on clinical guidelines,
including increasing selfefficacy, problem
solving and coping
skills; or the PAM which
gave feedback on CO
levels and SHSe, using
motivational
interviewing techniques.

RCT

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by implementation
of home and car
smoking bans, child
cotinine, and
reported cigarette
consumption in the
presence of the
child.

3 mos

93%

No

Improving
respiratory
outcomes was the
primary outcome.
Other outcomes
were home smoking
bans, reduced infant
contact with
smokers, salivary
cotinine

5 months
after
NICU
discharge

87%

Yes

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by passive nicotine
monitor reading,
asthma morbidity
and functioning g
level, caregiver selfreported cessation
and expired CO
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66%

Med
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Intervention

Meds
Used

Study type

Subjects

RCT

126 inner city
(Baltimore) families
with a child aged 612 with asthma
residing with a
smoker who smoked
more than 5
cigarettes a day and
resided in the home
at least 4 days a week

Community nurses
delivered 4 30-45 minute
behavioural
interventions focused on
asthma education as well
as providing air cleaners

No

Process
evaluation

72 families with
small children (5 or
under) with at least
one smoking parent
who attended a
community health
care centre

Hospital nurses delivered
a motivational
interviewing based
intervention.

No

RCT

1273 nonsmoking
mothers who
attended hospital
with a sick child and
had a smoking
partner who they and
the child reside with

Hospital nurses delivered
standardized health
advice, 2 purpose
designed booklets and a
sticker, a telephone
reminder

No

Outcomes
Reduced ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by child urinary
cotinine, asthma
symptom free days,
acute asthma health
care events, air
quality changes,
caregiver smoking
frequency and
location.
Cessation and
reducing ETS were
main outcomes
measured by home
bans, self-reported
quit rate, ban
implementation, and
child cotinine.
Reducing ETS and
cessation were
primary outcomes,
measured by
reported time the
child is exposed, the
reported number of
smokers in the
home, and negative
health
symptoms.experienced by the child.

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

6mos

91%

12mos

58%

12mos

86%
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No

No
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China

China

USA

Study type

RCT

RCT

RCT

Subjects
80 parents of sick
children whose
family unit included a
smoker who had
smoked in the past
week, presenting to a
clinic or admitted to
children’s hospital or
pediatric ward in
Hong Kong
1483 mothers of
children admitted to
the outpatient
department from
participating trial
centers in hospital
peadatric wards/
outpatient clinics in
Hong Kong in 1997
& 1998;
103 mothers who
were current smokers
and attended a wellbaby visit
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Intervention

Hospital nurses delivered
an individualized, stagematched motivational
interview for 30min; the
control group received
healthy diet counseling
for sick children

Hospital nurses delivered
intervention on
preventing exposure with
advice and materials,
provided home no
smoking signs
General practitioners
delivered intervention
recommending ETS
reduction and tips to
achieve it, a follow up
telephone call, and a
letter with cotinine
feedback.

Meds
Used

Outcomes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

No

Cessation was the
primary outcome
measured by
parental report of
past 30 day cigarette
consumption

1 mo

96%

No

ETS reduction was
the primary
outcome, measured
by mother selfreported actions
taken to reduce the
child’s passive
smoke exposure

3, 6 &
12mos

86%

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by infant cotinine,
controlled for
breastfeeding and
mother report

2mos

53%
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Collins 2015

Conway 2004

Crone 2003

In
metaanalysis

Yes

No

No

Country

USA

USA

Netherlands

Study type

RCT

Subjects

300 randomized
maternal smokers
with a child under 4
years old exposed to
2 or more maternal
cigarettes a day
home, in North and
West Philadelphia
low income
neighborhoods
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Intervention

Researchers delivered
"evidence based
strategies" including
problem solving and
goal monitoring

RCT

143 Latino parents of
children aged 1-9
who reported
smoking at least 6
cigarettes a week

Community nurses
delivered 6 home and
telephone sessions which
focused on problem
solving to lower child’s
ETS exposure as well as
contracting, shaping,
positive reinforcement,
& social support, based
on operant and social
learning theory

Pre-post

40 parents with a
baby aged 1 to 10
months who visited
the well-baby clinic
and had reported ETS
exposure.

Hospital nurses delivered
an educational program
implemented at same
time as a nationwide
program using radio,
television, and other
promotional materials

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

Meds
Used

Outcomes

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by child cotinine,
reported tobacco
smoke exposure vie
maternal cigarettes
per day, 7 day point
prevalence, self
reported cigarettes
smoked per day and
bioverified quit
status

No

Reducing ETS was
the main outcome,
measured by
cotinine and
parental report of
past month exposure
from all sources

3&
12mos

81%

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by parent reported
smoking in the
presence of their
infant.

pre-post

prepost

"end of
treatment"
approximately
16weeks

73%
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Culp 2007

Curry 2003

Eakin 2014
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In
metaanalysis

No

No

Yes

Yes

Country

USA

Portugal

USA

Turkey

Study type

Subjects

Quasiexperimental

263 pregnant, first
time mothers in rural
US counties who
reported smoking
within 2 years of
their prenatal
interview

RCT

303 self-identified
women smokers
whose children
received care at
participating clinics
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Intervention

Researchers conducted
home visits with 3 goals:
maternal and child health
and safety, and family
functioning, including
smoking education.

Community nurses
delivered motivational
messages, a quit
smoking guide, a 10
minute interview and 3
outreach phone calls
over 3 months

RCT

350 children aged 6
months to 6 years
enrolled in Baltimore
City Head Start
whose caregivers
reported a smoker
living in the home

Researchers delivered a
motivational
interviewing and
education intervention to
the intervention group or
an education alone
intervention to the
control group

RCT

347 parents of
children exposed to
ETS aged 9-11
attending a private
primary school

Parents were interviewed
by a smoking addiction
professional; control
group parents were given
child’s cotinine feedback

Meds
Used

Outcomes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

No

Outcomes included
a range of things
covering maternal
and child health and
safety, including
mother’s smoking
measured by self
reported number of
cigarettes per day
and family
healthcare usage.

Child =
12mos

74%

No

Cessation was the
primary outcome,
measured by
maternal CO and
self-reported 7-day
abstinence

12mos

80%

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by household air
nicotine levels
measured by passive
dosimeters, child
salivary cotinine,
reported home
smoking ban, selfreported smoking
status

3, 6, and
12mos

76%

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by child cotinine.

9mos

100%

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Eriksen 1996

Fossum 2004

Greenberg
1994

In
metaanalysis

Yes

No

No

Country

Norway

Sweden

USA

Study type

RCT

CT

RCT

Subjects

116

Intervention

363 healthy children
at 6 weeks, 2 or 4
years of age; (88%
female) whose family
unit included a
smoker who had
smoked in the past
week

Researchers delivered a
5 minute contact at wellbaby visits, 3 brochures
on ETS health effects,
what parents can do to
reduce, cessation course
referrals, and a self-help
manual for cessation

41 mothers of
newborn infants
attending child health
centres in Sweden for
a well-baby visit

Community nurses
provided ―smoke free
children counseling‖
based on motivation,
self-help and selfefficacy, behavioral
counseling, and social
learning theory.

583 infants recruited
at 18days old, new
mothers who were a
smoker or a nonsmoker (141 who
smoked)

Researchers delivered 4
45min home counseling
sessions over first 6
months based on social
learning theory

Outcomes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

Cessation and
reducing ETS were
both primary
outcomes, measured
by self-reported
cigarettes per day,
home smoking rules
including when and
where people
smoke, airing rooms
& other strategies.

1mo

82%

No

Reducing ETS, and
cessation were
primary outcomes,
measured by
maternal cotinine
and self-reported
smoking habits

3mos

85%

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by number of
cigarettes smoked in
same room as child,
child’s lower
respiratory
symptoms, and child
cotinine (controlled
for breastfeeding)

7mo &
12mo

96%

Meds
Used

No

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Groner 2000

Harutyunyan
2013

Herbert 2011

In
metaanalysis

Yes

No

No

Country

USA

Armenia

Canada

Study type

RCT

RCT

RCT

117

Subjects

Intervention

479 mothers who
smoked and were
accompanying a child
under 12 to the
hospital

Community nurses
delivered 2 10-15min
sessions at 2 weeks and
4 months, based on the
Health Belief Model and
behaviour modification,
including stimulus
control, goals, rewards

250 households with
children aged 2 – 6
years whose mother
was a nonsmoker but
they both resided
with a daily smoker

60 families recruited
from nursing offices,
daycares, and family
resource centres in
PEI who were largely
low-income and
included a current
smoker

Meds
Used

Outcomes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

No

Cessation was the
primary outcome,
measured by
cigarettes per day,
quit rate, location of
smoking, and ETS
knowledge

6mo

48%

1 & 2 mos

56%

6 mos

100%

No
Researchers delivered
motivational
interviewing intervention

Researchers delivered 3
weekly empowerment
based group sessions
followed by 3 weekly
follow-up telephone calls
over 6 consecutive
weeks. Parents shared
experiences, developed
action plans, identified
resources & barriers

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by hair nicotine,
knowledge about
smoking and SHS
hazards, household
smoking practices
Reducing ETS,
home and car
smoking, and
Cessation were
outcomes of interest
measured by parent
report of average
number of cigarettes
smoked in house
daily, number of
smokers in the
home, number of
quit attempts,
Fagerstrom test of
nicotine dependence
scores.

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Hovell 1994

Hovell 2000

Hovell 2002

In
metaanalysis

Yes

No

Yes

Country

USA

USA

USA

Study type

118

Subjects

Intervention

79 asthmatic children
aged 6-17 years
whose family unit
includes a smoker

Researchers delivered 6
30min counseling
sessions using behaviour
modification (selfmonitoring, shaping,
stimulus control,
contingency);
monitoring control group
monitored only, usual
treatment control group
completed final
assessments only

RCT

108 low socioeconomic status
mothers of children
under 4 who
currently smoked

Researchers delivered 7
sessions over 3 months
that utilized operant
theory such as shaping,
goals, contracts, rewards,
stimulus control either in
person or over the
phone.

RCT

204 Latino families
with asthmatic
children 3-17 years
old who lived with at
least 1 smoker or
were exposed to 6
cigarettes in the last
week

RCT

Researchers delivered 7
30-45min asthma
management education
sessions at participants’
homes, including ETS
reduction advice

Meds
Used

Outcomes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by number of
cigarettes per day
exposed, air filter
monitor readings
and child report

2, 6, 9, &
12mo

87%

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by cotinine

6 & 12mo

87%

No

Reducing ETS and
cessation were
primary outcomes,
measured by parent
report of ETS
exposure, child
cotinine, air nicotine
levels, parental
cotinine.

4, 7, 10,
13 mos

95%

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Hovell 2009

Irvine 1999

MahabeeGittens 2009

In
metaanalysis

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country

USA

UK

USA

Study type

Subjects

CT

150 mothers of
children aged 4 or
under who were
exposed to 10 or
more cigarettes per
week

RCT

501 parents of
asthmatic children
aged 2-12 whose
family unit includes a
smoker

RT

359 parents who
smoked within the
last week who
attended an
emergency
department with their
child as a patient at
Cincinnati Children’s
Hospital

119

Intervention
Researchers delivered10
in person at home and 4
telephone counseling
session over 6 months
biweekly, including preand post-quit telephone
sessions, behavioural
contracting, selfmonitoring and problem
solving. A usual care
control group was used.
Community nurses
delivered 2 "brief"
sessions and 3 self-help
pamphlets as well as a
referral for cessation
assistance. Control
participants received
leaflets on smoking with
no ETS info or quit
advice

Researchers delivered a
brief intervention based
on the first two A’s of
the Five A’s approach

Meds
Used

Outcomes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

No

Reducing ETS and
cessation were
primary outcomes
measured by air
nicotine, child
cotinine, reported
quit rate and
attempts, reported
SHSe, mothers’
smoking and indoor
smoking

3, 6, 12,
18 mos

87%

No

Reducing ETS and
cessation were
primary outcomes,
measured by
reported ETS
exposure, smoking
habits, and cotinine.

1yr

87%

No

Cessation was the
primary outcome,
measured by selfreported point
prevalence, quit
attempts, and
readiness to quit.

1mo

52%

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

McIntosh
1994

Meltzer 1993

Nicholson
2015

In
metaanalysis

No

No

Yes

Country

USA

USA

USA

Study type

Subjects

RCT

92 families of
asthmatic children
from 6 months -17
years old;

Quasiexperimental

5 families with
asthmatic children
and a smoker in San
Diego

RCT

120 families with at
least 1 smoker who
reported SHSe for
their children who
attended a large
pediatric oncology
hospital

120

Intervention
Pediatricians delivered
either minimal contact
advice and pamphlet or
individualized cotinine
feedback, self-help
manual based on
behaviour modification
theory and cognitive
theory (stimulus control,
goal setting, selfmonitoring, selfefficacy, relaxation)
Researchers delivered 5
30min counseling
sessions over 4 weeks
using behaviour
modification, shaping,
ETS info

Researchers delivered 3
1 hour long counseling
sessions and 3 25 minute
long counseling sessions.

Meds
Used

Outcomes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

No

Reducing ETS and
cessation were
primary goals,
measured by
reported indoor
smoking, self-report
smoking location,
quit attempts, and
child biological
measures

4-6mos

80%

final visit
(4 weeks)

71%

6, 9, &
12mos

88%

No

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by daily proportion
of cigarettes
exposed
Reducing ETS was
the primary outcome
measured by
implementation of
home bans,
household and car
smoking behaviour,
health care
utilization

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Ortega 2015

Peck 2015

Prokhorov
2013

In
metaanalysis

Yes

No

Yes

Country

Spain

USA

USA

121

Meds
Used

Study type

Subjects

Intervention

Randomized field
trial

1123 parents of
infants under 18
months of age in a
primary care setting
in Catalonia who
were smokers

General practitioners
delivered a brief
intervention based on
cognitive theory and
motivational
interviewing using the 5
A's approach.

No

RCT

71 parents or
guardians of children
with cancer who
reported SHSe
exposure for their
child

Researchers delivered
motivational
interviewing and
personalized written
feedback

No

RT

91 MexicanAmerican households
with a child under 18
and at least one
smoker

Community researchers
delivered a culturally
specific comic for
children and fotonovella
for parents

No

Outcomes

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by ETS exposure
questionnaire and
hair nicotine of
infants
Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by nicotine wipes,
passive sampling
diffusion filters,
saliva cotinine,
home and car
smoking rules,
healthcare
utilization,
household smoking,
and nicotine
dependence scores
Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by informant and
self-reported
exposure, air
nicotine monitor
readings, and
smoke/ETS harm
attitudes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

6mos

83%

3, 6, 9,
12mos

90%

6 & 12mo

78%

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Ralston 2008

Ralston 2013

Schuck 2014

In
metaanalysis

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country

USA

USA

Netherlands

122

Study type

Subjects

Intervention

RCT

42 caregivers of
children hospitalized
for respiratory illness
at the University of
New Mexico
Hospital who were
smokers

General practitioners
delivered a brief
message and quit line
referral to the control
group or an extensive
message and quit line
referral to the
intervention group.

41 tobacco smoking
caregivers with a
hospitalized child

Researchers delivered a
brief recommendation of
cessation, state quitline
referral, and cessation
brochure from the
American Cancer
Society while using the
stages of change theory
to tailor approach. Both
groups received ageappropriate injury
prevention brochures.

RCT

RCT

512 parents who
smoked were
recruited through
their children's
primary school;

Researchers delivered
behaviour change
techniques and self-help
brochures.

Meds
Used

Outcomes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

Yes

Cessation was the
primary outcome,
measured by selfreported quit date
set, quit attempts,
abstinence

3 & 6 mo

67%

No

Cessation was the
primary outcome,
measured by selfreported quit status ,
cigarettes smoked
per day, perceived
importance of
quitting, and quitline
contact

2mo

68%

Yes

Cessation and home
ban implementation
were primary
outcomes measured
by self-reported 7
day point
prevalence, use of
NRT,
implementation of
home smoking ban.

12mos

86%

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Stepans 2006

Stotts 2013

In
metaanalysis

Yes

No

Country

USA

USA

Study type

Subjects

123

Intervention

Meds
Used

RT

27 breastfeeding
infant-mother dyads
recruited out of
postpartum units in
New Mexico and
Ohio hospitals

Researchers delivered a
smoking hygiene
intervention.

No

RCT

144 Caregivers of
NICU infants who
smoke or live with at
least one smoker

Researchers delivered
motivational
interviewing and
personalized written
feedback

No

Outcomes
Reducing ETS was
the primary outcome
measured by
improved smoking
hygiene,smoking
habits questionnaire,
smoking hygiene
questionnaire,
cotinine in breast
milk and infant
urine
Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by nicotine wipes,
passive sampling
diffusion filters,
saliva cotinine,
home and car
smoking rules,
healthcare
utilization,
household smoking,
and nicotine
dependence scores

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

2, 3, and 5
weeks

77%

1, 3, 6mo

69%

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Streja 2014

Tyc 2013

Ulbricht 2014

Vineis 1993

In
metaanalysis

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country

USA

USA

Germany

Italy

124

Study type

Subjects

Intervention

RCT

242 adult/child dyads
that included a child
2-14years old with
asthma from low
income minority
households in Los
Angeles, California
and in which there
had been smoking at
home in the past
month

Researchers delivered
intervention developed
according to Health
Behaviour Framework
and procedures were
conducted by trained
bicultural/bilingual
Spanish/English staff
members

RCT

135 parents of
children receiving
cancer treatment who
lived with at least one
adult smoker and
were exposed to SHS
in home or car

Researchers delivered 3
individual, in person, biweekly counseling
sessions and 3 telephone
sessions that included
health risk education and
stress management
strategies

RCT

917 households with
a child aged 4 or
younger with at least
one parent who was a
daily smoker who
lived with them

Researchers used
motivational
interviewing principles
for the intervention.

CT

1015 families who
attended well-baby
visits and whose
family unit included a
smoker

Community nurses
delivered brief
counseling at visits as
well as ETS reduction
booklets.

Meds
Used

Outcomes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary outcome
measured by child
cotinine and
household nicotine
levels

6 & 12mo

74%

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary outcome
measured by parent
reported SHS
exposure and
smoking behaviours
and child urinary
cotinine.

3, 6, 9, 12
months

93%

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary outcome
measured by child
cotinine.

12mos

93%

No

Cessation was the
primary outcome
measured by selfreported quit rate.

2 & 4 year

74%

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Wahlgren
1997

Wakefield
2002

Walker 2015

In
metaanalysis

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country

USA

Australia

Australia

Study type

Subjects

RCT

91 asthmatic children
attending pediatric
allergy medical
clinics;

CT

292 low-income
asthmatic children
aged 1-11 whose
family unit included a
smoker

RCT

293 mother/infant
dyads in which the
mother either
currently smoked or
smoked during
pregnancy, the infant
was 0-5 weeks, and
the mother was selfidentified as Maori or
Australian
Aboriginal/Torres
Strait Islander

125

Intervention
Researchers delivered 6
30min counseling
sessions using behaviour
modification techniques
such as self-monitoring,
shaping, stimulus
control, contingency.
Researchers delivered a
letter with cotinine
feedback, asthma and
ETS reduction booklets,
phone calls, and
encouraged home
smoking bans.

Community nurses
delivered motivational
interviewing
intervention.

Meds
Used

No

No

Yes

Outcomes
Reducing ETS was
the primary outcome
measured by
cotinine, reported
cigarettes exposed,
and air monitor
results.
Reducing ETS was
the primary outcome
measured by indoor
smoking bans, mean
cigarette
consumption, and
cotinine.
Primary outcome of
interest was to
reduce respiratory
complaints which
was measured by
reports of healthcare
usage for respiratory
complaints, reports
of SHS exposure,
environmental
smoking bans,
mothers current
status as a smoker (7
day point
prevalence)

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

2 yr

80%

6 mo

90%

when
child was
4 and
12mos of
age

99%

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Wall 1995

Wang 2015

Wiggins 2005

In
metaanalysis

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country

USA

China

UK

Study type

Subjects

CT

2901 children aged 2
weeks, 2, 4, and
6mos who attended a
pediatric office in
Oregon with their
mother who smoked
within a month of
pregnancy and the
family unit currently
included a smoker

RCT

65 children aged 5-6
and their caregivers
who were smokers
were recruited
through child's
preschool in
Changsha, China

RCT

731 mothers who
lived in deprived
London districts

126

Intervention

General practitioners
delivered 2min advice at
2week, 2, 4, and 6 month
well-baby visits as well
as written advice
Researchers used
motivational
interviewing and
protective motivation
theory, trans-theoretical
model of behavior
change, and provided
materials that were stage
matched.

Health Visitors
conducted monthly
supportive listening
visits to mother’s home,
beginning at baby’s age
10 weeks.

Meds
Used

Outcomes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

No

Cessation was the
primary outcome,
measured by selfreported quit and
relapse rates, stage
of change,
knowledge of ETS,
and home smoking
rules.

2 weeks,
2, 4 &
6mo

81%

No

Cessation and
reducing ETS were
primary outcomes,
measured by selfreported 7-day and
24-hr point
prevalence

6mo

100%

No

ETS reduction and
cessation were
outcomes included
in the study, but so
were childhood
injury, maternal
depression, maternal
smoking, uptake and
cost of health
services, household
resources, maternal
and child health,
mother reported
experiences

12 & 18
mos

82%

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Wilson 2001

Wilson 2011

Winickoff
2003a

In
metaanalysis

Yes

Yes

No

Country

USA

USA

USA

Study type

RCT

RCT

Observational

Subjects

127

Intervention

Meds
Used

87 low socioeconomic status,
minority asthmatic
children aged 3-12
years who accessed
pediatric pulmonary
services

Hospital nurses delivered
3 sessions which
included behaviour
change, contingency
contracts, modeling, role
play, asthma education
& cotinine feedback

No

Caregivers of 519
children aged 3-12yrs
with asthma and
smoke exposure who
attended a Kaiser
Permanente Northern
California facility

Researchers delivered 1
asthma education session
to both intervention and
control groups, as well
as weekly cotinine
feedback and stage of
change based counseling
in 3 weekly in person
sessions over 6 weeks to
the intervention group.

No

100 parents who
attended Boston
Children’s Hospital
outpatient clinic with
their child who had
an illness exacerbated
by smoking

Researchers delivered 3
brief counseling
sessions(15min), written
info, proactive quit line
referral, fax referral to
primary care provider;
used stage based
materials and
motivational
interviewing

Yes

Outcomes
Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by asthma related
medical visits,
asthma
hospitalization,
cotinine, and
reported indoor
smoking
Reducing ETS and
health care usage
were primary
outcomes measured
by
cotinine/creatinine
ratio, use of health
care services, home
smoking, smoking
status of people in
the home.
Cessation and
reducing ETS were
primary outcomes,
measured by selfreported quit
attempts, cessation,
NRT use, quit line
use, household
smoking

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

6 & 12mo

69%

6 & 12mo

95%

2mo

81%

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Winickoff
2003b

Winickoff
2010

Yilmaz 2006

In
metaanalysis

No

Yes

Yes

Country

USA

USA

Turkey

Study type

Subjects

128

Intervention

Researchers delivered
counseling sessions
using stage based
approach and
motivational
interviewing, written
info, proactive quit line
referral, and fax referral
to primary care provider

Meds
Used

Observational

71 parents who
attended Boston
Children’s Hospital
outpatient clinic with
their child who had
an illness exacerbated
by smoking

RCT

101 current smokers
and recent quitters
who just had a baby
at a hospital birth
centre in
Massachusetts

Researchers utilized 5A's
strategy, based on social
learning theory,
transtheoretical stages of
change, and the health
belief model based
intervention.

No

RCT

375 mothers who
were current smokers
with children
attending a well-child
clinic

Hospital nurses delivered
a cessation intervention
aimed at child health or a
cessation intervention
aimed at mothers health
or a no advice control
condition.

No

Yes

Outcomes
Cessation and
reducing ETS were
primary outcomes,
measured by
completion of
counseling sessions,
self-reported 24hr
abstinence,
readiness to change,
attitudes, home and
car smoking rules
Cessation was the
primary outcome,
measured by selfreported and
biochemically
verified 7 day point
prevalence.
ETS reduction and
cessation were
primary goals,
measured by selfreported maternal
smoking status,
smoking location
change, postintervention
knowledge change

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

2mo

89%

3mo after
hospital
discharge

72%

6mo

97%

ETS AND CESSATION INTERVENTIONS WITH PARENTS

Study

Yucel 2014

Zakarian
2004

Zhang 1993

In
metaanalysis

Yes

Yes

Yes

Country

Turkey

USA

China

Study type

RCT

RCT

CT

Subjects

80 mothers of
children aged 1-5
who lived in the
Cengizhan district of
Izmir in Turkey, who
smoked and/or their
spouse smoked

150 mothers who
smoked with children
aged 4 or under

20382 children in 44
Chinese primary
schools

129

Intervention

Researchers provided
materials on harms of
SHS and tips for quitting
and reducing exposure to
mothers and asked them
to share them with their
partners who smoked
Researchers delivered 7
behavioural counseling
sessions: 3 in person and
4 over the telephone,
over 6 months which
included reshaping and
self-monitoring based on
social learning theory
and the behavioural
ecological model. A Quit
Kit was provided if
requested.
Tobacco prevention
curriculum was delivered
to students which
included child written
letters to their smoking
fathers and stage based
cessation materials

Meds
Used

Outcomes

Follow-up
periods

Retention at
final
followup

No

Reducing ETS was
the primary
outcome, measured
by change in
cotinine,
implementation of
home bans, number
of cigarettes smoked
by caregiver, and
number of cigarettes
smoke in the home.

6 weeks

98%

3, 6 &
12mos

85%

8mos

100%

No

No

ETS exposure
reduction and
cessation were
primary outcomes,
measured by mother
report of smoking
status and child ETS
exposure, child
cotinine, and air
nicotine monitor
reading.
Cessation was the
primary outcome,
measured by selfreported smoking
cessation by fathers
at interview with
health educator and
their children’s
diary entries.

